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1 Introduction
Chemical and physical phenomena at the interface of two phases are gener-
ally studied in the field of surface science. The focus of surface science has
always been on understanding surface processes and surface dynamics at the
nanoscale. Especially, heterogeneous catalysis has been the traditional realm of
surface chemistry. [1] Heterogeneous catalysis refers to a process in which the
basic rate of a chemical reaction increases with the presence of a catalyst which
is not of the same phase as the reactants or products. The catalyst influences
the flow of the reaction but is not consumed or produced during this reaction.
Heterogeneous catalysts facilitate the reaction by providing a substrate for the
reactants to encounter each other easier. [1, 2, 3]
Research in the field of heterogeneous catalysis was awarded the Nobel
prizes—most prominent for Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch in 1918 for their work
on the artificial nitrogen fixation by converting atmospheric nitrogen into am-
monia by a surface-catalyzed reaction with hydrogen on potassium promoted
iron catalysts under high pressures at high temperatures. [1] Friedrich Wilhelm
Ostwald was awarded the Nobel Prize already in 1909 for his contribution to
catalysis. He observed that a catalyst speeds up a chemical reaction by provid-
ing an alternative reaction path with a lower activation energy. Thereby, the
catalyst does not change the properties of the equilibrated state as the equi-
librium constant is determined by the Gibbs energy of the initial state relative
to the final state. [1] In 1912, Paul Sabatier alongside with François Auguste
Victor Grignard was honored with the Nobel prize for investigating the im-
proved hydrogenation of organic species in presence of solid magnesium. In
addition, Sabatier established his principle on the qualitative concept of inter-
actions between solid catalysts and adsorbed molecules or atoms. [1] In 1932,
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Irving Langmuir was awarded for his discoveries and investigations that es-
tablished the basis for understanding surface reactivity. His research on thin
films and surface adsorption that he conducted together with Katharine Burr
Blodgett resulted in the concept of the monolayer. Earlier, he also studied fila-
ments in vacuum and different gas environments and the thermionic emission
of charged particles from these filaments by passing currents through them. [1]
In 2007, Gerhard Ertl was awarded for his research that led to the understand-
ing of dynamics of surface reactions on a truly molecular level. His studies of
chemical processes on solid surfaces included the adsorption of hydrogen on
crystalline metal surfaces by means of low-energy electron diffraction and fur-
ther studies on the interaction of carbon monoxide molecules with platinum
surfaces. [4, 1] Certainly, other prolific pioneers in the field of surface chem-
istry contributed to the understanding of heterogeneous catalysis as well. In
addition, developments in instrumentation facilitated the progress in surface
science. For instance, the development of the scanning tunneling microscope
by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in 1982 enabled the deeper understand-
ing of surface dynamics and the character of surface–adsorbate interactions by
routinely imaging surfaces and surface bound species with atomic-scale reso-
lution or manipulating even single atoms on surfaces. [5, 6, 1]
Heterogeneous catalysis is of importance not only for science but also for
the chemical and energy industries. Globally, the vast majority of chemicals
is produced using heterogeneously catalyzed processes—mostly reaction pro-
cesses on the solid surface of catalysts. Undoubtedly, catalysis and the design
and industrial utilization of suitable catalysts are the most successful imple-
mentation of nanotechnology. [1] As catalysts do not change the final equilib-
rium composition of the system but influence the rate at which that equilib-
rium is approached, catalyzed reactions operate as accelerators for chemical
reactions. At best, not all possible reactions are accelerated but selectively the
preferred reactions. [1] Even inhibited metastable reactions can be enabled and
industrial processes can be implemented much more efficiently. [2] In hetero-
geneous catalysis, the gaseous or liquid reactants are typically adsorbed on
the surface of the solid catalyst and modified to a form in which they read-
ily undergo reactions. This modification often takes the form of a dissocia-
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tion of the reactant molecules. The existence of molecular fragments on the
surface as a result of chemisorption is one of the reasons for solids to cat-
alyze reactions. [2] Chemisorbed molecules form chemical bonds to suitable
surface sites and tend to maximize their coordination number with the sub-
strate. The activity of a catalyst depends on the strength of the chemisorption:
a catalyst–adsorbate interaction that is too weak will not facilitate the adsorp-
tion, a catalyst–adsorbate interaction that is too strong will prevent the dissoci-
ation and reaction of the reactants—a straightforward concept that is known as
the Sabatier principle. [1] The catalytic activity of a surface depends also on its
structure. As the surface of a solid differs inherently from the bulk due to its
free valences, the surface atoms prefer to react with adatoms in order to satisfy
their bonding requirements. [1] It can be stated: the more free valences, the
more reactive. For instance, a terrace site often has minimal catalytic activity
whereas steps and kinks are more active. Furthermore, the electronic structure
of the catalyst is crucial for its activity. Some metals directly react with a variety
of atoms or molecules, others positively affect surface reactions and are used
as catalysts. On the other hand, noble metals hardly react with adsorbates. The
electronic band structure of the metals can explain these observations. The in-
teraction of the molecular orbitals of the adsorbates with the s and d bands of
the metal affects the binding energies and activation barriers. [1] In the case of
a hydrogen atom approaching a metal surface the interaction of the hydrogen
and metal orbitals can be considered as a two-step process. First, the hydrogen
1s orbital interacts with the s band of the metal. For transition metals the s
band is extended so that the interaction is of the weak chemisorption type and
a bonding level far below the Fermi level results. As the bonding level is filled,
the overall interaction is of attractive character. For all transition metals the
strength of this interaction is similar. Secondly, the interaction of the bonding
level with the d band of the metal results in the formation of two levels: one is
shifted to lower energies with respect to the original bonding state, the other is
shifted to slightly higher energies than the unperturbed metal d band. The low
energy state is bonding, the high energy state is anti-bonding. [1] The coupling
of the adsorbate s band hybrid with the metal d band and the extent of the fill-
ing of the anti-bonding state determines the character of the adsorbate–metal
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interaction. Thereby, the position of the anti-bonding state with respect to the
Fermi level influences the filling. This explains differences in the chemisorp-
tion bond strength among metals as the coupling strength and the Fermi level
are distinct for each metal. For early transition metals the anti-bonding state
lies above the Fermi level so that it is not filled. As a result the first step and
the second step are bonding and the hydrogen atom adsorbs with a release of
energy. [1] For coinage metals the anti-bonding state lies below the Fermi level
so that it is filled and the attractive first step is canceled out by an repulsive
second step. In addition, the magnitude of the coupling in the second step
has an influence on the bonding character because the repulsive orthogonal-
ization energy between the adsorbates and the metal d orbitals increases with
the coupling strength. If the d orbitals extend spatially also the orthogonaliza-
tion energy increases. The 5d orbitals of gold are more extended than the 3d
orbitals of copper. Accordingly, gold is less reactive than copper as the orthog-
onalization between the 1s orbital of hydrogen and the 5d orbitals of gold is
too costly. [1]
The surfaces of transition metals of the 10th group (nickel, palladium, and
platinum) exhibit d bands at the Fermi level. An emerging anti-bonding state
lies slightly above the Fermi level and is not filled in the described second
step. The resulting adsorbate–metal interaction is therewith moderately attrac-
tive and all three metals serve as catalysts in a variety of chemical reactions.
Platinum is commonly used as a catalyst and is known for its catalytic proper-
ties since 1823, when Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner observed an ignition when
a fine dispersion of platinum (also referred to as platinum sponge or platinum
black due to its porous, grayish-black appearance) was exposed to a hydrogen–
air mixture at room temperature. [2, 3] Nowadays, catalytic platinum is most
prominent in catalytic converters that enable the complete oxidation of remain-
ing quantities of hydrocarbons into carbon dioxide and water in the exhaust
of combustion engines. In proton exchange membrane fuel cells platinum cat-
alysts allow for the dissociation of hydrogen and oxygen molecules. Finely
dispersed platinum serves as catalyst in various hydrogenation reactions and
hot platinum is capable of absorbing remarkable amounts of hydrogen. [2]
Various surface dynamics—typically adsorption, dissociation, or recombi-
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nation processes—release chemical energy that dissipates and is transferred
from the reactants into the degrees of freedom of the surface as well. Be-
sides collective lattice vibrations in the metal substrate also transitions between
potential surfaces of different electronic states might result and electron–hole
pairs are induced. These processes that lead to changes in the electronic quan-
tum numbers are referred to as non-Born–Oppenheimer chemistry or non-
adiabatic chemistry. [7, 8]
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2 Theory
2.1 Non-adiabatic chemistry
In 1927, soon after quantum mechanics were established by Werner Heisen-
berg and Erwin Schrödinger, Max Born and Robert Oppenheimer suggested
an approximation that nuclear and electron dynamics within molecules can
be considered separately because of the much smaller masses and therefore
higher velocities and adaptability of electrons compared to nuclei. [9, 10, 11, 12]
Thereby, Born and Oppenheimer described how a molecule can exist in a stable
state.
Mathematically, the wave function y of a molecule can be broken down
into its nuclear component, that includes vibronic and rotational degrees of
freedom, and its electronic component:
y = yeyN . (2.1)
The stationary states of a molecule can be described by the general time-
independent Schrödinger equation:
Hˆ(r,R)y(r,R) = Ey(r,R) . (2.2)
Here, R stands for the nuclear coordinates, r for the electronic coordinates.
Within the non-relativistic scheme, the quantum-mechanical molecular Hamil-
tonian Hˆ is generally written as:
Hˆ(r,R) = TN + Hˆe(r;R) =
1
2Âk
Pˆ2k
Mk
+ Hˆe(r;R) . (2.3)
Here, TN represents the operator for the kinetic energy of the nuclei, Pˆk is the
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operator of the conjugate momentum of the kth component of R (Rk) with the
mass Mk, and Hˆe(r;R) is the many-body electronic Hamiltonian that is defined
as:
Hˆe(r;R) = Te +Vc(r;R) =
1
2meÂj
pˆ2j +Vc(r;R) . (2.4)
Here, Te represents the operator for the kinetic energy of the electrons, pˆj is
the operator of the conjugate momentum of the jth component of r (rj), and
me is the electron mass. Vc(r;R) represents the collective Coulomb interactions
among electrons and nuclei. [13, 14]
Due to their much larger masses the nuclei in the molecule move much
slower than the electrons. As a result the electrons almost instantaneously fol-
low any nuclei transitions—adjusting their positions according to the nuclei
configuration. Consequently, the total wave function y(r,R) can be written as
the product of the molecular wave function c(R), that depends only on the
positions of the nuclei, and the electronic wave function f(r;R) of the rigid
molecule. The nuclear positions are therewith arbitrarily static and Rk is re-
garded as a fixed parameter whereas the electron coordinates rj are the vari-
ables. [13, 14] Thus, the motions of the nuclei and the electrons are independent
and no coupling occurs between them:
y(r,R) = c(R) f(r;R) . (2.5)
Although this dynamical separation of the electronic and the nuclear mo-
tions, the so-called Born–Oppenheimer fixed nuclear approximation (or more
casual referred to as the Born–Oppenheimer approximation), is a drastic sim-
plification, it still serves as an important tool of quantum chemistry and was
essential for the development and the applications of a variety of theoretical
electronic structure and dynamics methods. [13, 14] Molecular dynamics that
are fully explained by the Born–Oppenheimer approximation are also referred
to as adiabatic processes because the potential energy surfaces of the inspected
molecule do not cross and the entire effect of the electronic subsystem is em-
bedded in one potential energy surface. [13] Typically, a potential energy sur-
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face describes the energy of a system (for instance a molecule) in dependence
of position parameters (usually the bond lengths and the bond angles of the
molecule). [15] If there is only one bond length (in a diatomic molecule) the
system is described by a two-dimensional potential energy profile. The Morse
potential represents such a potential energy profile with only one geometric
parameter (the bond length r) plotted as a two-dimensional graph E(r). [15]
For a given triatomic molecule (for instance H2O) there are two bond lengths.
As the water molecule is of C2v symmetry (two planes of symmetry and a two-
fold symmetry axis) a four-dimensional plot of the system energy E against
three geometric parameters (two O–H bond lengths and the H–O–H bond
angle) would be required. Usually the O–H bond lengths are represented
simultaneously in one axis while another axis represents the H–O–H bond
angle in order to describe the system within a three-dimensional plot. [15]
Molecular processes that involve the crossing of potential energy surfaces
are called non-adiabatic (or more consequently: diabatic, as àdiàbatoc already
means impassible). Electronically non-adiabatic processes (also referred to as
non-Born–Oppenheimer processes) are defined as dynamical events in which
the electronic state changes non-radiatively. This may occur as a result of col-
lisions of electrically excited species, electron transfer processes, heterolytic
dissociations, or recombination reactions. [13] In addition, electronic excitation
energies are usually higher than the energies of nuclear motions, and the va-
lence properties of the ground-state species differ from the valence properties
of the electronically excited species. As a result, the dynamical mechanisms
of electronically activated systems and thermally activated systems are incom-
mensurable. [13] Also, many chemical processes combine electronic motions
such as internal conversions or charge transfers and nuclear motions such as
molecular vibrations and rotations so that the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-
tion breaks down.
In the case of exothermic surface-catalyzed reactions chemical energy can
be released not only into the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom of the
reaction complex but also into the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom of
the catalyst. In consequence of an exothermic reaction, the thermal equilibrium
of the catalyst–adsorbate system needs to be re-established. [16] This relaxation
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process usually follows paths on the ground state potential energy surface
but might also follow paths that include jumps to non-ground state potential
energy surfaces. [16, 17]
Adiabatically the release of chemical energy might induce collective lattice
excitations in the catalyst. [17] The energies of these quantized lattice vibra-
tions (also referred to as phonons) are typically in the range of 0.01 eV and
therewith 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than chemical energies. [17] As
a consequence, a surface-catalyzed exothermic chemical reaction may cause
multiple excitations of phonons in the catalyst due to a cascade of subsequent
excitation steps or even as a result of a single excitation step. [17]
A number of non-adiabatic effects can be observed as a result of surface-
catalyzed exothermic chemical reactions. In 1905, Joseph John Thomson ob-
served the emission of negative charged particles from freshly prepared alkali
metal surfaces that were exposed to small amounts of different gases. [18] In
the following years, it could be clarified that this particles are electrons and that
their emission is a result of surface-catalyzed exothermic chemical reactions.
Further and refined studies of this emission of electrons (then referred to as ex-
oelectron emission) became feasible with the development of techniques such
as ultra-high vacuum. Surface-catalyzed reactions of electronegative atoms or
molecules (for instance oxygen or halogens) on the surfaces of metals with low
work functions are likely candidates for the observation of exoelectron emis-
sion. [19]
Also photons might be emitted from solid surfaces due to the release of
chemical energy. Here, the emitting surface is not in its thermodynamic equi-
librium and the photon emission occurs from an electronically excited state. It
is therefore referred to as surface chemiluminescence. [16, 19] Due to the fact
that this effect is much weaker than the exoelectron emission it was discovered
not before suitable surface science techniques were established. [17]
Collective electronic excitations (also referred to as plasmons) might also
result from a surface-catalyzed reaction. But as the deposited chemical energy
is typically smaller than the plasmon energy that lies usually well above 5 eV
this effect should only be considered in the case of certain adsorbate–catalyst
combinations: for instance highly exothermic reactions on alkali metals with
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small plasmon energies. [17]
A non-adiabatic transfer of the chemical energy that is released in the
course of a surface-catalyzed reaction might also cause the excitation of elec-
tron–hole pairs in the catalyst. In metals a high density of low-lying ex-
cited electronic states exists as a consequence of the zero-gap e–h pair contin-
uum. [17] An excitation of an e–h pair results in the creation of a hot electron
with an energy above the Fermi level and a hot hole with an energy below
the Fermi level. A direct detection of the excited hot electrons in the cata-
lyst is difficult due to their relaxation time of 10 14 s. Scattering events in
the metal catalyst—including electron and phonon channels—cause this relax-
ation. The average distance a hot carrier can diffuse without being inelasti-
cally scattered is called mean free path. In platinum the mean free path for
hot electrons is typically below 10nm (4 nm for an electron with an energy of
1.2 eV). [17, 20] Surface-catalyzed reactions but also recombination reaction or
adsorption processes—typically chemisorption—on a metal surface may dis-
sipate a part of the released energy into the excitation of an e–h pair. The
excited charge carriers travel from the surface through the metal and can be
detected if the metal is thin enough with the use of metal–semiconductor n-
type Schottky diodes or metal–insulator–metal devices that are also referred to
as chemoelectronic nanodiodes. [17, 21, 19]
2.2 Chemoelectronic nanodiodes
Atomic or molecular adsorption processes, dissociative chemisorption, abstrac-
tion reactions that remove adsorbates from the surface, and especially surface-
catalyzed exothermic reactions may cause elementary excitations in the sub-
strate metal. In this case, the dominant dissipation channels are the adi-
abatic excitation of phonons and the non-adiabatic excitation of e–h pairs.
Excited charge carriers might travel through the metal and can be detected
as an electric current by means of chemoelectronic nanodiodes like metal–
semiconductor–metal systems (MSM) (or metal–semiconductor n-type Schot-
tky diodes), metal–insulator–metal systems (MIM), or metal–oxide–semicon-
ductor systems (MOS). [17, 21, 19]
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metal n-type semiconductor
conduction band
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EF
φB
adsorbate
Figure 2.1: Principle of metal–semiconductor–metal detectors: a hot electron from an
electron–hole pair induced by surface dynamics ballistically overcomes the Schottky
barrier jB of the device and reaches the conduction band of the n-type semiconductor.
The drawn adsorbate interaction (blue arrow) is merely a visualization and should be
considered as independent of the energy scaling.
Chemoelectronic nanodiodes are solid state barrier devices that exhibit a
catalytically active top metal film that is thinner than the mean free path of the
hot carriers that are desired to be detected. This ultra-thin top metal electrode
is deposited on top of a related semiconductive substrate in case of MSM de-
vices or on top of an ultra-thin insulator layer (usually a metal oxide), in case of
MIM devices. Electron–hole pairs created in the course of a chemical reaction
can reach the semi-conductive substrate in MSM systems or tunnel through the
oxide layer in MIM or MOS systems or are transferred on conductive pathways
through thicker but permeable oxide layers, reach a back metal electrode, and
are detected as an electric current (also referred to as chemicurrent Ichem). If
a bias is applied between the top and the back electrode this transfer can be
amplified or restrained. A bias voltage may also serve as a tool to reveal the
spectrum of the electronic excitations. [22, 23, 24, 25]
In metals, the electron energy levels are filled up to a certain energy level—
the Fermi level EF. The additional amount of energy that electrons need to
leave the metal into the vacuum is referred to as work function W. If chemical
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Figure 2.2: Principle of metal–insulator–metal detectors: a hot electron from an
electron–hole pair induced by surface dynamics overcomes the potential barrier of the
interstitial oxide layer via quantum tunneling—the signal intensity decreases exponen-
tially with the oxide layer thickness but the electron wavelength remains unchanged.
The drawn adsorbate interaction (blue arrow) is merely a visualization and should be
considered as independent of the energy scaling.
energies are large enough to excite electrons that overcome W the emission
of exoelectrons can be observed. The released energy in the course of surface-
catalyzed reactions is typically smaller than the work function of late transition
metals such as platinum. Hence, excited electrons do not leave the platinum
and can not be detected outside of the metal. Electronic excitations in transi-
tion metal catalysts caused by surface-catalyzed chemical reactions were not
observed until methods for the detection were developed that include compos-
ite nanostructures. [17, 26, 21, 19]
After Aviv Amirav and co-workers reported on the excitation of electron–
hole pairs at a Ge(100) surface due to scattering processes of ground-state neu-
tral Xe atoms by means of Ge PIN diodes (sandwich structures of p-type semi-
conductor/intrinsic semiconductor/n-type semiconductor) in 1986, additional
and improved nanostructures were developed in order to study surface dy-
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namics. [27] Hermann Nienhaus and co-workers performed experiments on
ultra-thin metal films of MSM and MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes in order
to detect hot charge carriers that were induced due to adsorption and recom-
bination of hydrogen and deuterium atoms on Ag and Cu surfaces. [28]
Later, Xiaozhong Ji and co-workers put their focus on surface-catalyzed re-
actions on thin platinum films. [20] In that research, induced electric currents
of up to 40 µA were measured in the course of the steady-state oxidation of
carbon monoxide over platinum. MSM platinum n-titanium oxide Schottky
diodes were used to detect the hot charge carriers. Depending on the condi-
tions of the catalytic oxidation (for instance temperature and partial pressures
of the reactants), the thickness of the Pt film, and the properties of the 150 nm
thin titanium dioxide current variations were measured. [20]
MSM n-type semiconductor Schottky diodes are the most sensitive compos-
ite nanostructures suited to detect hot charge carriers caused by non-adiabatic
surface dynamics. This is a consequence of the low potential barrier of these
nanostructures. The sensitivity of chemoelectronic nanodiodes can be quanti-
fied using the quantum yield. This is understood as the number of charge carri-
ers that are detected normalized to the number of molecules of the product that
are formed on the surface of the device—or simplified: the generated charge
carriers per produced molecule. MSM chemoelectronic nanodiodes enable a
quantum yield in the range of 10 6–10 2. Whereas highly exothermic surface
reactions such as the chemisorption of oxygen atoms on rough polycrystalline
silver generate quantum yields close to the upper limit, the quantum yield for
the adsorption of molecular oxygen on the same surface lies close to the lower
limit of that range. [21] In the case of the studied CO oxidation on MSM n-type
semiconductor Schottky diodes even three electrons were collected while four
CO2 molecules were produced. [20]
The downside of this high sensitivity is that also incoming light and fluc-
tuations in temperature might lift electrons over the potential barrier of the
device. It is therefore necessary to clarify the source of the induced hot charge
carriers. In the case of released chemical energy due to a surface-catalyzed re-
action a significant amount of energy is dissipated into the adiabatic excitation
of phonons. This heating of the metal film might also result in thermoelectric
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effects—especially when temperature gradients across the nanostructure arise.
Here, two effects should be considered: the Seebeck effect within the layers of
the nanodevice and the thermionic emission (that is discussed in detail within
the next section of this chapter) at the interfaces of the device. Both effects
might superimpose the hot charge carrier detection.
The Seebeck effect generates a thermopotentialU between two points inside
a medium that depends on the temperature difference DT = T2   T1 between
the two points. With the Seebeck coefficient K (also referred to as thermopower
or thermoelectric sensitivity) of the medium the thermopotential is:
U =
T2Z
T1
K dT . [29, 30, 31] (2.6)
This thermoelectric voltage generates a thermocurrent that additionally con-
tributes to the detected current of excited hot charge carriers. For large tem-
perature differences this contribution easily exceeds the expected quantum
yield—especially in the case, that the nanostructure is mounted on a substrate
that serves as an effective heat sink (with a huge heat capacity) and parts of the
semiconductor layer remain cooler than parts that are heated directly by the
dissipated chemical energy released by an exothermic surface-catalyzed reac-
tion. The generation of thermocurrents due to the Seebeck effect is generally
expected in semiconductors as the Seebeck coefficients are typically larger in
semiconductor materials. Therefore, induced thermoelectric voltages have to
be considered using MSM chemoelectronic nanodiodes. The inverted process
of the Seebeck effect—that temperature differences are generated by applying
a voltage between the two materials—is referred to as the Peltier effect. [30, 31]
In 2012, James Randall Creighton and Michael Elliott Coltrin studied the
CO oxidation on platinum again in order to reproduce experiments Xiaozhong
Ji and co-workers from Gábor Arpad Somorjai’s laboratories at UC Berkeley
carried out seven years earlier using Pt–TiO2 and Pt–GaN MSM Schottky
diodes. [32, 20, 33, 34] Besides the fact that similar currents and reaction rates
for the CO oxidation over Pt –GaN MSM Schottky diodes were measured the
detected currents could be assigned entirely to the generation of thermocur-
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rents and no evidence for the generation of chemicurrents was found. In con-
clusion, the studied Pt–GaN MSM Schottky diodes could simply be described
as thermal detectors comparable to thermocouples as these MSM devices are
highly sensitive to temperature due to the large Seebeck coefficient of the GaN
semiconductor. It could be observed that a lateral temperature difference in
the GaN semiconductor with the hot temperature close to the reaction surface
and the cool temperature at the other edge of the material was the source of
the generated current. [32]
Due to the fact that metal–insulator–metal nanostructures are not composed
of semiconductor materials, thermocurrent contributions generated by the See-
beck effect are unlikely and MIM devices are less susceptible to temperature
fluctuations. Noble metals exhibit Seebeck coefficients below 10µVK 1. The
Seebeck coefficient of platinum that is used as top electrode in the scope of
this work becomes even zero at 200K and changes sign. In contrast, the See-
beck coefficient of silicon is ⇡ 1mVK 1 and the Seebeck coefficient of gallium
⇡ 300 µVK 1. [35, 36] Furthermore, MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes are less
sensitive to light and temperature fluctuations. The insulating oxide layer be-
tween the catalytically active top metal electrode and the metal back electrode
is typically 3–5 nm thin and serves as a tunnel barrier for hot charge carriers.
Even charge carriers that would not overcome the potential barrier height of
the metal–oxide interface (usually in the range of 1–1.5 eV) might reach the
back electrode with a certain tunnel probability. [37] Due to the wider band
gap in the range of 4–8 eV in metal oxides compared to semiconductors, band-
to-band excitations of electron–hole pairs are unlikely. [37] As a consequence
of the ultra-thin sandwich layers vertical temperature gradients are less domi-
nant. In addition, the height of the potential barrier can be varied by applying
bias voltages between the two metal electrodes. [37, 23] As a result of the ap-
plied bias voltage Ubias the Fermi levels EF of the two metals are shifted with
respect to each other. The barrier imposed by the band gap in the oxide is
therewith distorted and a hot electron transport and a hole-induced electron
transport through the barrier are facilitated (see figure 2.3). [36] In the case
of a negatively biased platinum top electrode, hot electrons travel easier from
the platinum toward the tantalum back electrode whereas hot electrons travel
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easier in the opposite direction if the tantalum is biased negatively. However,
in the course of this work no hot charge carriers are expected to be gener-
ated in the tantalum back electrode. Thus, no hot charge carriers are expected
to travel from the tantalum through the oxide barrier toward the platinum.
The expected tunnel currents will consist exclusively of hot electrons traveling
from the platinum film toward the tantalum film and hole-induced electrons
traveling from the tantalum toward the platinum film. The sign of the overall
current identifies the predominant fraction. Hot electrons with energies above
the Fermi level will dominate these currents as mentioned above. [36]
metal metalinsulator
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Figure 2.3: Principle of chemicurrent detection using an applied bias voltage Ubias
in a metal–insulator–metal system in order to shift the Fermi levels EF of the two
metals with respect to each other: the transport of electrons (hot or hole-induced
electron transport) through the barrier is facilitated. The drawn adsorbate interaction
(blue arrow) is merely a visualization and should be considered as independent of the
energy scaling.
Due to the susceptibility to thermoelectric effects of MSM chemoelectronic
nanodiodes the use of MIM devices is preferred as the wider band gap of
the interstitial metal oxide layer effectively suppresses thermoelectric currents
even at higher temperatures. Nonetheless, thermionic emission contributes to
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the measured device currents also in MIM nanostructures.
2.3 Thermionic emission
Although Edmond Becquerel described the phenomenon of thermionic emis-
sion already in 1853, it was rediscovered and further examined by Thomas
Alva Edison in the context of his research on incandescent light bulbs and
electrical illumination in 1880. [38] Edison observed consistently formed dark
residues on the inside surfaces of the glass bulbs that exhibited comparable
negative shadows in the plane of the carbon filaments. In vain search for
the cause of this lighter areas within the dark residues over a period of three
years, Edison finally decided to mount an additional electrode (made of metal
plates, wires or foils) adjacent to the filament inside the bulbs. He connected
a galvanometer in order to measure the flow of charge between the filament
and the additional electrode and applied bias voltages between them. [38] By
biasing the electrode positively with respect to the filament a current was mea-
sured. This current was not measured in the case that the electrode was set to
a negative potential relative to the filament. Edison recognized the reference
of his discovery to Becquerel’s work and concluded his research by finalizing
a patent on thermionic diodes (also referred to as thermionic-valve or vacuum
tube). However, the source of the observed current was still unidentified until
the existence of electrons was discovered by Joseph John Thomson in 1897 and
Owen Willans Richardson initiated his research on thermionic emission. [38]
Richardson concluded from his experimental results that the current increases
exponentially with the temperature T of the filament and assumed that the
thermionic current density J can be expressed as:
J = AGT2 e
  WkBT . [39, 31] (2.7)
Here, AG is a constant that combines a material-specific correction factor and a
universal constant, W is the work function of the filament metal, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The work function is material specific and typically in the
range of 1.9–6 eV for metals and all metals will melt well before the value of
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kBT is comparable to the value of W. Thus, the exponential term of equation
2.7 is a limiting factor for the emission current in any case. A decrease of the
work function would result in a current increase. Adsorbed species influence
the work function of a material. For instance, a work function decrease of a
metal can be achieved by oxidizing the surface of that metal. Also electric
fields influence the work function. If the emitter surface is biased negatively
relative to its surroundings the work function is reduced by an amount of DW
that depends on the magnitude F of the employed electric field at the emitter
surface:
DW =
s
q3F
4pe0
. [39, 31] (2.8)
Here, q is the elementary charge and e0 is the vacuum permittivity. Therewith,
equation 2.7 that is also referred to as Richardson–Dushman equation can be
corrected to:
J = AGT2 e
 W DWkBT . (2.9)
For electric field strengths up to 1⇥ 108 Vm 1, this relation of the field en-
hanced thermionic emission (also referred to as Schottky emission) describes
quite accurately the current density emitted by a surface. For higher electric
field strengths quantum tunneling of electrons (also referred to as Fowler–
Nordheim tunneling or as field electron emission) has to be taken into ac-
count. [39, 31]
Up to this point, it should be noted that the emission of electrons from
a metal depends on the metal’s work function, on the metal’s temperature,
and on employed electric fields at the metal’s surface. In case of thin metal
films and thermionic currents within thin film devices the term work function
should be corrected to interfacial barrier as electrons do not leave the metal
into the vacuum here but reach the back contact on alternate paths. As the bar-
riers for these paths are significantly lower than the work function detectable
thermionic currents in thin film devices can be expected at much lower tem-
peratures and even at lower electric field strengths.
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In the ideal case of two large plane parallel capacitor plates that are charged
and separated by a distance d the absolute value of the field strength is:
E =
U
d
. (2.10)
This idealization seems adequate for MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes, be-
cause the two capacitor plates areas are huge (⇡ 12mm2) compared to their
separation (⇡ 4 nm). An applied voltage of 0.2V between the two metal films
would result in an ideal electric field strength of 5⇥ 107 Vm 1.
In metal–insulator-metal devices the interfacial barrier is high compared to
the barriers of the most sensitive MSM n-type semiconductor Schottky diodes.
Thus, hot electrons unlikely overcome the barrier but reach the backside elec-
trode via tunneling through the ultra-thin oxide layer. Typically, there are two
distinguishable interfacial barriers from both metal electrodes toward the insu-
lating oxide layer. In the case of Ta–Ta2O5 the interfacial barrier has a height of
jTa Ta2O5 = 1 eV. The interfacial barrier at the Pt –Ta2O5 interface has a height
of jPt Ta2O5 = 1.7 eV. The difference in the barrier height causes an internal po-
tential drop jint of 0.7 eV in the oxide layer. [35] Therewith, an electric field is
established between the two metal layers even in the case that no bias voltage is
applied. Considering equation 2.10, the electric field strength that an electron
is exposed to in the MIM device would reach 1.75⇥ 108 Vm 1. Presuming a
dielectric constant of e = • in the case of neglected image charge effects at the
interfaces the potential energy diagram exhibits a trapezoidal barrier shape
(see figure 2.4). The corners of this shape are rounded if the used dielectric
constant is corrected in order to consider image charge effects. [40, 41]
The shape of the potential barrier has a significant influence on the tun-
nel currents that are expected to be detected by means of a Pt –Ta2O5 –Ta
MIM chemoelectronic nanodiode. Despite the fact that a tunnel current de-
creases exponentially with the barrier distance to overcome as known from the
Gamow–Sommerfeld factor, the barrier potential V itself is a function of the
position z inside the oxide layer along the thickness d with z = {0, . . . , d}. Also
an additionally applied voltage U affects the potential. Obviously, the paths
through the oxide layer are different for electrons tunneling from the Pt side
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Figure 2.4: MIM Pt–Ta2O5 –Ta chemoelectronic nanodiode with distorted potential
barrier caused by a difference in the barrier heights jTa Ta2O5 and jPt Ta2O5 of the two
metals that is present even without an applied bias voltage
compared to electrons tunneling from the Ta side through the interstitial oxide
layer. As the oxide was grown from the tantalum side it seems reasonable to
start with z = 0 at the Ta–Ta2O5 interface. For a tantalum electron at the Fermi
level the barrier potential is therewith:
V(z,U) = EF + jTa Ta2O5 +
z
d
(U + jint) . [24] (2.11)
Furthermore, the barrier potential depends on the incident energy E of the
tunneling electron that in turn depends on the angle q normal to the device
interface of the electron wave vector (also referred to as k-vector). Therewith,
the barrier potential is expanded to:
V(z, q, E,U) =
E
2
(1+ cos (2q)) V(z,U) . [24] (2.12)
According to the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approximation the transmis-
sion probability T through the potential barrier can be expressed by:
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T(q, E,U) = exp
   2 dZ
0
r
2me
h¯2
V(z, q, E,U) dz
 
. [24] (2.13)
Also the densities of states of the metal electrodes influence the tunnel-
ing processes as for certain energy levels more electron states are available to
participate. A spectrum of the electrons attempting the tunnel process can
be derived using the product of the free electron gas density and the Fermi
function. Thus, the occupation probabilities for the electronic states in the two
electrodes can be expressed with:
p1(E+U) =
h
exp
 E  EF1 +U
kBT
 
+ 1
i 1
. [24] (2.14)
And:
p2(E) =
h
exp
 E  EF2
kBT
 
+ 1
i 1
. [24] (2.15)
Therewith, a tunnel current density dJ(T, E,U) is derived as:
dJ(T, E,U) =
2pme
h3
0Z
 p2
h
p1(E+U)  p2(E)
i
T(q, E,U) dq . [24] (2.16)
It should be noted, that this is a partial current density. An integration over
the energy includes density of state effects. Now, the total current density can
be expressed as:
J(T,U) =
•Z
0
dJ(E,U, T) dE . [24] (2.17)
As the Fermi function determines the probability that an energy state is oc-
cupied by an electron if the electrons material is under equilibrium conditions
this approach is again an approximation—and as already discussed: equilib-
rium conditions are not necessarily met in the case of hot electron tunneling.
However, during slowly performed heating and cooling processes it can be
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assumed that there is always enough time to establish an equilibrium state in
the electronic system—and measured currents can be considered as a function
of the applied voltage between the two metal electrodes of the device and its
temperature if hot electron tunneling can be excluded.
2.4 Surface dynamics on Pt
Surface-catalyzed reactions and heterogeneous catalysis on solid surfaces fol-
low characteristic mechanisms. In general, the adsorption of one or several
reactants is a prerequisite. A distinction between two kinds of adsorption is
made: physisorption and chemisorption. Although there is a more-or-less
continuous spectrum of interaction strengths from one to the other, these two
categories serve as useful distinction in most cases. [1]
Physisorption is a physical interaction in which the adsorbate is bound to
the surface due to polarization in the form of permanent dipole–dipole inter-
actions (also referred to as Keesom forces), permanent and corresponding in-
duced dipole–dipole interactions (also referred to as Debye forces), or between
instantaneously induced dipole–dipole interactions (also referred to as Lon-
don dispersion forces). Despite their long range these van der Waals forces are
weak with adsorption enthalpies of below 0.3 eV. Thus, no chemical bonds can
be cleaved during physisorption and adsorbed molecules remain undissoci-
ated on the surface. As physisorbed species are not fixed to certain adsorption
sites due to the rather weak interaction with the surface the adsorbate diffuse
almost barrier-free over the surface even at low temperatures. Often, the in-
teractions between the physisorbed species are stronger than the interactions
with the surface. [1, 42]
Chemisorption in turn is highly directional and chemisorbed species stick
to specific sites on the surface accordingly. The adsorbate–surface interactions
are highly influenced by the exact position and orientation of the adsorbate
with respect to the substrate. Adsorption sites of the highest coordination
are preferably occupied by chemisorbed atoms. On the Pt(111) surface atomic
oxygen tends to sit on the face-centered cubic (fcc) three-fold hollow sites,
forming a bond strength of ⇡ 3.7 eV. Hydrogen atoms tend to bind on high-
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coordination sites as well. [1, 42, 43] In order to optimize the adsorption site
adsorbed species diffuse on the substrate. A diffusing adsorbate hops from
one site to the next by overcoming potential barriers. On the Pt(111) surface,
a single adsorbate diffuses via hexagonal close-packed (hcp) sites as interme-
diate states toward the adjacent fcc sites. Diffusion pathways to unoccupied
sites differ depending on the nearest neighbor constellations as well. If one
of the hcp intermediate states is blocked but the final fcc site is unoccupied
the adsorbate can still diffuse via an on-top site toward the final position. In
case of diffusion via on-top sites the potential barrier is higher, because such
a diffusion process is energetically unfavorable. [42, 43] In case of a uniform
potential, the diffusion rate can be expressed by an Arrhenius equation:
D = D0 e
  EakBT . (2.18)
Here, D0 is the diffusion coefficient at infinite temperature and Ea represents
the activation barrier for diffusion. For very low temperatures diffusion pro-
cesses become unlikely as the adsorbate motions are somewhat frozen. How-
ever, light adsorbates like atomic hydrogen or deuterium might still diffuse on
quantum tunneling paths. [1] For high temperatures and kBT   Ea adsorbates
move freely across the surface as they are still bound in the z direction to the
surface but not in x and y directions anymore. This state is also referred to as
two-dimensional gas. [44]
For moderate temperatures the diffusivity of an adsorbate can be described
using the mean squared displacement hDx2i along two coordinates on a two-
dimensional surface (d = 2):
hDx2i = 2dDDt . [44] (2.19)
Thereby, the diffusivity D is related to a hopping frequency n and the distance
between two sites l:
D =
1
4
l2n (2.20)
and respectively
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D0 =
1
4
l2n0 . [44] (2.21)
Thus, it can be expressed:
n = n0 e
  EakBT . (2.22)
Here, the hopping frequency n0 can be interpreted as the number of diffu-
sion attempts per unit of time—or more figurative: how often the adsorbate
tries to hop from the initial site to the adjacent site per second. A microscopic
understanding of this factor is often motivated by comparing this attempt fre-
quency with a vibration frequency at the surface or a frustrated translational
mode. [44, 42] However, the diffusion barrier is not uniform but is influenced
by the surface conditions and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions. Therefore, ad-
sorbates agglomerate and form islands of typical shapes as a result of diffusion
processes. [1, 42, 43] The described Arrhenius approach is suitable to analyze
and even simulate diffusion processes, epitaxial growth, agglomeration, and
Ostwald ripening on defined crystalline surfaces. [44, 45]
Molecular hydrogen dissociates on a platinum surface as a result of adsorp-
tion. Each molecular orbital of the approaching hydrogen molecule interacts
with the electronic states of the platinum surface and electrons are transferred.
Bonding and anti-bonding orbitals are generated by each combination of hy-
drogen molecular and platinum surface orbitals. Depending on the distance
and the quality of the interaction between the hydrogen molecule and the plat-
inum surface the position and the width of these generated hybrid orbitals
change. The s and the s⇤ molecular orbitals of hydrogen change their position
and shape while the molecule is approaching the platinum surface. Thereby,
the s⇤ orbital drops in energy and broadens. Platinum electrons are transferred
into and populate the s⇤ orbital, as soon as it drops below the Fermi level of
platinum. As a result, the H–H bond is extended and weakened while simul-
taneously the H–Pt bond is formed. If enough electron density is transferred
the hydrogen molecule dissociates and two hydrogen atoms stick at the plat-
inum surface. [1, 46] The dissociation of H2 on platinum surfaces depends on
geometric components as well. The orientation of the molecule with respect
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to the surface is of importance for the dissociation, because molecular orbitals
need to overlap for an effective charge transfer. Furthermore, the nature of the
surface affects the dissociation as well as some surface sites are more favorable
for dissociation than others. [1]
At temperatures below 150K, oxygen chemisorbs on Pt(111) surfaces molec-
ularly on bridge sites and on-top of Pt substrate atoms with a saturation cov-
erage of q = 0.44ML. A monolayer represents 1.49⇥ 1015 O2 molecules/cm2
here. The on-top site O2 molecules exhibit an O–O bond that is parallel to
the surface. Whereas the on-top site O2 is comparable to superoxide species
(O2 – ) with a bond order of ⇡ 1.5 and a bond length of 1.28Å, the bridge site
O2 is described as a peroxide species (O22– ) with a bond order of ⇡ 1 and
a bond length of 1.49Å. [47, 48, 2] At temperatures of ⇡ 150K oxygen dis-
sociates accompanied by the desorption of molecular oxygen. The remaining
atomic oxygen diffuses to fcc three-fold hollow sites and does not desorb until
the surface is heated up to ⇡ 600K. [47] In the temperature range of 170–700K
oxygen adsorbs dissociatively with a sticking probability of 0.06 at 300K but a
decreased sticking probability of 0.025 at 600K. [49] Two possible adsorption
processes were observed experimentally: a concerted dissociation and adsorp-
tion process resulting in two oxygen atoms on the Pt surface, and an indirect
process involving the adsorption of molecular oxygen that has to overcome
an activation barrier for dissociation. [50, 49] No direct dissociation events of
O2 on Pt(111) were observed by using ab initio molecular dynamics simula-
tions. [51] Due to the shape of the potential energy surface, adsorbing oxygen
molecules do not directly propagate along the dissociation channel. First the
oxygen molecules become trapped in an adsorption well and accommodate on
the Pt(111) surface by moving laterally on the surface. Dissociation is initiated
subsequently by thermal fluctuations. [51] Comparable to the H2 dissociation
on Pt surfaces, electron density from the platinum is transferred into the anti-
bonding molecular orbital of O2—in this case the p⇤ molecular orbital. This
electron transfer from the substrate into the adsorbate causes a positive change
of the Pt work function. [50]
On clean platinum surfaces, water chemisorbs molecularly and forms ice
overlayers at temperatures  100K. Up to its desorption temperature of 160K
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water does not dissociate here. [52, 53] Below 160K the mobility of the chemi-
sorbed water molecules is high enough to allow for surface diffusion and is-
land growth with intermolecular hydrogen bonding at submonolayer cover-
ages. The water molecules form clusters on the Pt surface that exhibit oxygen
lone-pair bonding and hydrogen bonding to the Pt surface. Once a monolayer
is established, the oxygen lone-pair bondings disappear in expense of hydro-
gen bondings. [54] In multilayer coverages the water molecules form more and
more bulk crystalline ice Ih or ice Ic (the two natural forms of ice) but still ex-
hibit free OH groups that are caused by the misfit of the Pt lattice and the ice
structure. [54, 53]
In presence of atomic oxygen coverages  0.25ML adsorbed water can be
partially dissociated on the Pt(111) surface through the reverse disproportion-
ation reaction at T = 150K:
H2O(a) +O(a)   ! 2OH(a) . [55] (2.23)
Formed OH species adsorbed on platinum surfaces are considered as impor-
tant reaction intermediates in hydrogen formation, water formation and fuel
cell electrocatalysis. At higher coverages these species tend to occupy on-top
sites and are stabilized by surrounding water. If not enough water is present
2OH decompose back to water and atomic oxygen that stay adsorbed on the
surface. [56, 57] Established OH + H2O mixtures stay adsorbed on the Pt sur-
face and form a hydrogen-bonded network comparable to pure chemisorbed
water. These mixtures seem to stick more stable on the Pt surface as the hy-
drogen bonding between OH and H2O is stronger than in the pure water net-
work. [55] The most stable ratio of H2O to OH molecules within the formed
network on platinum turned out to be 2 : 1. [55] At coverages of q  0.1ML
the pre-adsorbed atomic oxygen is completely consumed by the dispropor-
tionation reaction. At coverages in the range of 0.1–0.25ML parts of atomic
oxygen remain unreacted on the Pt surface. [55] If all adsorbed OH species are
incorporated into the hydrogen bonding, all hydrogen groups participate in
the hydrogen bonding network. The OH groups always bind to the Pt surface
with the oxygen atom down. All hydrogen bonds are orientated parallel to the
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surface. One third of the shared protons are delocalized between two oxygen
atoms. [58] As H2O is needed to stabilize the formed OH species, the hydro-
genation is reversed if the water molecules are removed from the surface. [58]
The partial dissociation of water molecules is more facile than the complete
dissociation of water on surfaces that can be carried out photochemically us-
ing electromagnetic radiation—for instance hn = 6.4 eV on Pd(111). [59, 60, 55]
Atomic oxygen chemisorbed on Pt(111) surfaces might also be hydrogenat-
ed with the addition of atomic hydrogen:
H(a) +O(a)   ! OH(a) . [61] (2.24)
Whereas reaction 2.23 is restricted to temperatures above 130K, reaction 2.24
might already occur at much lower temperatures even in presence of adsorbed
water. Furthermore, the hydrogenation of atomic oxygen on the Pt(111) surface
can be initiated at low temperatures according to reaction 2.24 and proceeds at
temperatures around the desorption temperature of water according to reac-
tion 2.23 where all water molecules that are not hydrogen-bonded to OH will
desorb. Therewith, the addition of each hydrogen atom at lower temperatures
causes a vacancy in the hydrogen bonding network on the Pt surface that is
formed by the hydrogenation at the higher temperature. It can be stated: the
number of low temperature H addition steps limits the amount of formed OH
at elevated temperatures. [61]
On reconstructed Pt(110)-(1⇥ 2) surfaces water molecules adsorb intact and
OH species remain adsorbed even at temperatures around 205K when wa-
ter is already desorbed as they are not incorporated into the hydrogen bond-
ing network. [58] Scanning tunneling microscopy studies revealed that water
molecules adsorb preferentially on the upper side of steps on Pt(111) surfaces
and are stable as quasi-one-dimensional chains up to 160K. In contrast, two-
dimensional water islands on terrace sites desorb already at 145K. [62]
Molecular hydrogen dissociates at temperatures above 10K on platinum
surfaces. As hydrogen has the ability to lose or accept an electron and is sta-
ble as a proton or as well as a negative ion with the stable configuration of
He. Both states can be present on the surface and also in the bulk of vari-
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ous metals. [63] The hydrogen incorporation into the surface material might
change the electric charge distribution on the surface and therewith, influence
the work function of the metal. The electric charge distribution on the surface
depends on the surface topography as well. For instance, adsorption events
or chemical reactions that modify the surface structure can affect the electron
density at the surface. In the case of thin metal films, such sources of stress
might also influence the metal’s adhesion to the support. Defects or cracks
in the previously flat surface might result in changes of the electric charge
distribution or the polarization of the system. [63]
The course of reactions at surfaces depends on various characteristics. For
instance the transport of reactants toward, on, and away from the surface. [1]
Three surface-catalyzed reaction mechanisms can be distinguished:
the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism,
the Eley–Rideal mechanism,
and the precursor mechanism.
Any surface reaction can be described by one of these mechanisms or as a
combination of these mechanisms and all of the mechanisms can occur in re-
verse. [1]
The Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism is the most common surface reac-
tion mechanism. Here, both reactants A and B are adsorbed on the surface
where they diffuse toward each other, collide, and form the product AB that
desorbs afterward. Therefore, adsorption, surface diffusion, and desorption
are essentially in Langmuir–Hinshelwood surface reactions. Kinetically, it is
challenging to determine the rate law of the overall reaction mechanism as
it can not be properly interpreted if the complete reaction mechanism is un-
clear and not all reaction steps are known. Usually one reaction step is the
bottleneck and determines the overall rate—also referred to as the rate deter-
mining step. [1] In case of the oxidation of CO and H2 on platinum to CO2
and H2O respectively, chemical energy is dissipated from the reactants to the
surface and into the desorbing products as both Langmuir–Hinshelwood sur-
face reactions are highly exothermic. Whereas formed H2O desorbs with an
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energy that is comparable to the surface temperature, CO2 leaves the surface
containing high levels of rotational, vibrational, and translational energy. As
H2O is formed on the surface it accommodates on the surface before it des-
orbs thermally. Therefore, it can be assumed that the formed H2O is similar
in structure to that of adsorbed water. In contrast, a substantial fraction of
the released chemical energy of the CO oxidation reaction is carried away in
case of desorbing CO2. Within the reaction, CO diffuses toward an adsorbed
oxygen atom in order to form CO2 in a bent configuration. Physisorbed CO2 is
much weaker bound to the Pt surface if it has a linear configuration. The bent
CO2 formed in the oxidation reaction is unable to accommodate into this linear
configuration and desorbs instead without equilibration. [1] Therewith, it can
be argued that the formation, the molecular orientation, and the desorption
dynamics of the product determine the energy dissipation pathways in case of
surface-catalyzed reactions.
The Eley–Rideal mechanism involves only one adsorbed reactant A on the
surface. The other reactant B collides and directly reacts with the already
adsorbed reactant A out of the surrounding gas or liquid phase to form the
product AB—or B adsorbs close to B on the surface and diffuses with excess
energy toward A to react. In any case, only A is already in chemical equilib-
rium with the surface and the reaction rate depends on the impinging rate of
B and the surface coverage with A. Subsequently, the formed product desorbs
from the surface. [64] The coverage of the adsorbed reactant A on the surface
and the partial pressure of reactant B determine the reaction rate here. In con-
trast to the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism, the formed products within
the Eley–Rideal scheme are highly energetic and exhibit a memory of the initial
conditions of the incident reactant B that is not accommodated with the sur-
face. Therefore, smaller amounts of chemical energy are dissipating into the
substrate. [1] As the probability for the precise collision between A and B is
rather small, surface-catalyzed reactions rarely follow the Eley–Rideal reaction
mechanism.
The precursor mechanism involves also only one adsorbed reactant A on
the surface. The other reactant B collides with the surface, forming a mo-
bile precursor state (also referred to as hot atom or hot molecule) that is not
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fully accommodated to the surface. This hot reactant B and the adsorbed re-
actant A diffuse and collide with each other and form the product AB that
desorbs afterward. The dynamics of this mechanism are kinetically complex
and highly sensitive to interaction potentials. Hot oxygen atoms might par-
ticipate in the CO oxidation over Pt(111) surfaces. In case of co-adsorbed O2
and CO on the Pt(111) surface at 100K, the molecular oxygen dissociates when
heating the system up to 150K and some of the liberated O atoms react as hot
precursors with CO before they accommodate with the surface. [1] Hot hydro-
gen atoms incident on Pt surfaces that exhibit pre-adsorbed atomic hydrogen
and participate in the barrierless and highly exothermic formation of H2. Hot
hydrogen atoms inefficiently dissipate energy to the substrate. Consequently,
inelastic scattering with adsorbed hydrogen atoms is much more efficient in
order to accommodate with the surface. Alternatively, the hot hydrogen atom
can react with an already accommodated hydrogen atom to form H2 and des-
orb from the surface carrying away the excess energy. Also, displacement
reactions might occur among accommodated hydrogen atoms to form H2 that
equilibrates with the surface as a result of the impact of hot hydrogen atoms.
Anyhow, hydrogen atoms are particularly well suited to participate in hot atom
reactions due to their reactivity and their long lifetime in the hot precursor state
as a result of the inefficient energy exchange with the surface. [1]
Desorption of reactants or formed products might occur thermally or pho-
tochemically induced. Thermal desorption is a thermally activated process
that can be described by an Arrhenius behavior of the desorption rate. The
thermal programmed desorption procedure (TPD) is based on this behavior
and has become the most widespread tool in order to study adsorbate–surface
interaction. [65, 66, 67, 68] The reliable TPD technique allows to gain insight in
both, the thermodynamic and the kinetic parameters of desorption processes
or decomposition reactions on surfaces. In addition, the method may reveal
information on the composition of an adlayer. For this purpose, typically a
clean and defined crystal surface is cooled under ultra-high vacuum condi-
tions below the adsorption temperature of a chosen gas by means of a suitable
liquid coolant or cryogenic pumps. Exposures with the chosen gas up to a
predetermined pressure p for a measured period of time Dt result in a certain
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coverage of the adsorbed gas on the cold sample surface. An adsorption rate
rads depends on the mass flux of approaching molecules or atoms j, an initial
sticking coefficient s0, and the relative coverage q of the surface:
rads =
dq
dt
= js0(1  q) . [23] (2.25)
Depending on the dosage D = pDt (with the pressure of the dosing gas or va-
por p and the duration of exposure Dt) submonolayer, monolayer or multilayer
adsorb on the surface. Dosages are usually given in units of Langmuir (L).
For a sticking coefficient of s = 1, D = 1.33⇥ 10 6 mbar s correspond to 1 L.
In other words: a dosage of 1 L corresponds to the formation of an adsorbate
monolayer if the sticking coefficient is s = 1. Subsequent to the exposure, the
inflow is terminated and the non-adsorbed gas is pumped out of the cham-
ber. Then, the sample is turned toward a quadrupole mass analyzer. The use
of a quadrupole mass analyzer enables a mass-selective measurement of the
pressure change due to desorption processes. Therefore, a distinction between
different desorption species is possible if they differ in mass. As soon as the
initial pressure has been reached again, a temperature ramp—usually linear in
time—is applied to the sample according to:
T = T0 + bt . [67, 1, 69] (2.26)
Here, T is the actual sample temperature, T0 is the initial temperature, and b is
the heating rate in K s 1. For temperatures below the desorption temperatures
of the adsorbed species, a base pressure pb results due to pump limitations and
possible leaks in the apparatus. The pump limitation results from the increas-
ing improbability of a particle transport with decreasing pressure. Recording
the actual pressure p, a change of pressure Dp can be derived by:
Dp = p  pb . [1, 69] (2.27)
As a change in pressure is attributed to desorption processes if the pump rate
is large enough, Dp is directly proportional to the rate of desorption rdes.
This desorption rate—the rate of coverage change as a function of time—is
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described by the Polanyi–Wigner equation:
rdes =  dqdt = n(q, T)q
n exp
   Edes(q, T)
kBT
 
. [1, 69] (2.28)
Here, n is the pre-exponential factor of the chemical process of order n. This
oscillation frequency factor can be understood as the number of desorption
attempts per second of an adsorbed molecule on the surface. Edes is the des-
orption activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the surface tem-
perature, and q the relative coverage of the surface. At low temperatures the
desorption activation energy is not reached by the thermal energy input kBT
and desorption is negligible. For high temperatures the amount of desorption
events increases exponentially. Simultaneously, the coverage decreases and for
a certain high temperature all molecules are desorbed—and a peak profile re-
sults. After insertion of the linear temperature ramp into equation 2.28 and
assuming that the pre-exponential factor and the desorption activation energy
are independent of coverage, a maximum of the desorption rate exists at a
certain peak temperature Tpeak:
drdes
dt
= 0) Edes
kBT2peak
=
nn
b
qn 1peak exp
   Edes
kBTpeak
 
. [1, 69] (2.29)
A variation of the desorption activation energy Edes, of the heating rate b, the
pre-exponential factor n, or the coverage q affect the peak temperature. A
variation of n, b and the desorption order n affect the peak shape. The rate at
the peak—and consequently the amount of desorbing molecules—is affected
by the initial coverage q. [1, 69]
For zero-order desorption kinetics (n = 0) the Polanyi–Wigner equation
(2.28) turns into:
rdes = n exp
   Edes
kBT
 
. [1] (2.30)
This implies that in the case of zero-order desorption, the rate does not depend
on the coverage and increases exponentially with temperature. For different
initial coverages, desorption curves result that exhibit identical leading edges
and drop instantly when all molecules are desorbed. For higher initial cover-
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ages the curve drops at higher temperatures. Zero-order desorption processes
are typically observed for multilayer coverages. Also strong attractive interac-
tions between adsorbates (desorption from islands) may cause a pseudo-zero-
order desorption. [1, 69]
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Figure 2.5: Model TPD curves for a zero-order desorption process
For first-order desorption kinetics (n = 1) the Polanyi–Wigner equation
(2.28) turns into:
rdes = nq exp
   Edes
kBT
 
. [1, 69] (2.31)
In this case, the desorption rate is proportional to the instantaneous coverage.
The exponential energy component Edes/kBT and the coverage component nq
balance each other. First-order desorption is typical for the reversal of non-
dissociative molecular or atomic adsorption processes. For first-order desorp-
tion, equation 2.29 turns into:
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) Edes
kBT2peak
=
n
b
exp
   Edes
kBTpeak
 
. [1, 69] (2.32)
This indicates that the peak temperature Tpeak is independent of the initial
coverage. This leads to constant peak temperatures at different dosages. First-
order desorption processes cause desorption peaks of asymmetric shapes. [1,
69]
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Figure 2.6: Model TPD curves for a first-order desorption process
For second-order desorption kinetics (n = 2) the Polanyi–Wigner equation
(2.28) turns into:
rdes = nq2 exp
   Edes
kBT
 
. [1, 69] (2.33)
In this case, the desorption rate is proportional to the square of the instanta-
neous coverage. A second-order desorption is typical for recombinative des-
orption processes. Here, two adsorbate species have to combine on a sample
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surface by diffusion processes in order to form the desorbing species. Evi-
dently, a higher coverage offers more opportunities or shorter diffusion path-
ways for the combination step. Therefore, the peak temperature shifts to lower
temperatures as the initial coverage increases. For a second-order desorption,
equation 2.29 turns into:
) Edes
kBT2peak
=
2n2
b
qp exp
   Edes
kBTpeak
 
. [1, 69] (2.34)
Characteristically, second-order desorption curves exhibit a symmetric peak
shape. For strong repulsive interadsorbate interactions also a pseudo-second-
order desorption may be observed. In this case the desorption temperatures
decrease with an increase in coverage as the repulsive interactions dominate
for higher coverages. [1, 69]
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Figure 2.7: Model TPD curves for a second-order desorption process
Certain qualitative conclusions can be drawn from TPD spectra. Peaks at
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lower temperatures refer to lower desorption activation energies—therefore
weaker bound adsorbates. Accordingly, physisorbed adsorbates desorb earlier
(at lower temperatures) than chemisorbed adsorbates. In addition, chemisorp-
tion is limited to a monolayer. Therefore, a certain TPD peak for a chemisorbed
species saturates for coverages above q = 1. On the other hand, TPD peaks for
physisorbed species do not saturate for multilayer coverages but scale with
the initial coverage. Also different adsorption sites on a sample surface are
distinguishable as the binding energy (and therefore the desorption activation
energy) varies for steps, terraces, or plateaux on the surface. As polycrystalline
surfaces exhibit a combination of different crystalline formations, the desorp-
tion spectrum is less defined but roughly comparable to TPD results from
single crystals. [1, 69] Furthermore, the effect of boundaries between different
crystallographic grains on polycrystalline surfaces might be of importance in
surface reactivity. [70]
The parameter that is monitored in TPD experiments is the total desorption
rate and therefore the total flux of all desorbing species in a unit of time from
a unit area. An integration over all directions, velocities and internal energies
is automatically performed, even if often strongly biased by the quadrupole
mass analyzer. [68]
TPD spectra of water desorbing from Pt(111) crystalline surfaces show two
desorption peaks: one associated with monolayer desorption at ⇡ 170K that
follows zero-order desorption kinetics and a second peak at ⇡ 150K that is
associated with multilayer desorption. In the presence of step sites, the wa-
ter monolayer that is attributed to the co-existence of a condensed phase and
a two-dimensional water-gas in submonolayer condition is stabilized. [71, 72,
73, 58] On step sites water tends to be more stable bound: for Pt(100) step
sites an additional desorption peak at ⇡ 188K and for Pt(110) step sites an
additional desorption peak at ⇡ 197K are observed. [58, 74] In TPD spectra
of water desorbing from Pt(553) surfaces three desorption peaks are identi-
fied at ⇡ 146K, ⇡ 171K, and ⇡ 197K, respectively. For low coverages below
0.28ML only the desorption peak at 197K is observed that develops a tail at
the low temperature side with increasing coverage even before the peak sat-
urates. This tail forms the desorption peak at 171K between coverages of
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0.42–0.91ML. Both peaks show the characteristics of first-order desorption ki-
netics as they do not shift in temperature with increasing coverages. The third
desorption peak at 146K shows zero-order desorption kinetics and is associ-
ated with multilayer desorption. [58] If oxygen is co- or pre-adsorbed on the
platinum surface such that atomic oxygen species are present, the TPD spectra
for desorbing water changes. For coverages below 0.1ML a two peak struc-
ture is observed at ⇡ 200K and ⇡ 230K, respectively, that shifts toward higher
temperatures with increasing coverages. Both desorption peaks develop simul-
taneously and exhibit a comparable integral that saturates after a monolayer is
established. With increasing coverages up to ⇡ 0.54ML a brought shoulder at
lower temperatures grows that develops into three additional desorption peaks
at ⇡ 160K, ⇡ 170K, and ⇡ 185K, respectively. At coverages above ⇡ 0.86ML
another desorption peak grows in, that is assigned to multilayer desorption
and shifts from initially ⇡ 150K toward higher temperatures with increasing
coverages. [58]
As already discussed, the co-adsorption of O and H2O on Pt(111) surfaces
causes the formation of OH species that are stabilized in a hydrogen bond-
ing network. Therefore, various stable conformations that depend on the
O : H2O ratio are established. [75, 76, 57, 56, 58] During TPD experiments,
H2O desorbs—or in other words: H2O is titrated off the surface. As a re-
sult, the O : H2O ratio changes. Therewith, the hydrogen bonding network
rearranges and the stability of the H2O molecules changes as well. It can be as-
sumed, that the desorption peaks at higher temperatures represent a combina-
tion of H2O desorption and recombinative desorption of 2OH(a) +H2O from
hydrogen bonding networks of variable stability. [58] Whereas pre-adsorbed
oxygen atoms on the Pt surface cause increased stabilities of adsorbed wa-
ter, pre-adsorbed atomic hydrogen or deuterium species weaken the H2O–Pt
bonding. [77, 74, 78] Consequently, H2O desorbs at lower temperatures in the
presence of H(a) or D(a).
From Pt(111) surfaces physisorbed methanol desorbs at 145K, chemisorbed
mono- and submonolayer methanol desorbs at 194K. The high desorption
temperature tends to shift to 183K with increasing coverage due to lateral
repulsive interactions between methanol molecules on the Pt surface. [79] Sim-
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ilar thermal desorption results are obtained for ethanol desorbing from Pt(111)
surfaces except that the desorption temperatures are slightly higher than in
the case of methanol. For lower coverages desorption of chemisorbed ethanol
occurs at ⇡ 215K. This temperature shifts to ⇡ 200K for saturation coverages.
Desorption from ethanol multilayers occurs already at ⇡ 155K. [79, 80] Alco-
hols are known to decompose over platinum and palladium surfaces already
at ⇡ 250K. [81]
Ammonia desorbs thermally from Pt(111) surfaces over a wide temperature
range of 100–500K with decreasing peak temperatures for increasing coverages
due to repulsive interaction of the adsorbed NH3 molecules. Three main peaks
are observed at ⇡ 350K, ⇡ 160K, and ⇡ 120K. Whereas the high tempera-
ture peak is attributed to strongly chemisorbed NH3, the feature at ⇡ 160K
represents weakly chemisorbed NH3, and the lowest desorption temperature
is attributed to physisorbed ammonia. It can be assumed that adsorbed NH3
stays intact and does not decompose on Pt surfaces up to 450K. [82]
TPD experiments from reconstructed Pt(110)-(1 ⇥ 2) surfaces reveal that
multilayer coverages of formic acid desorb at 177K whereas mono- and sub-
monolayer coverages desorb at 208K. [83] On clean Pt(111) surfaces low cover-
ages of formic acid are adsorbed molecularly as monomers or discrete dimer
pairs (HCOOH)2 up to 100K. For increasing exposures up to D ⇡ 0.2 L
hydrogen-bonded chains of b-polymorph solid-phase configuration are formed
(see figure 2.8). For exposures above 0.6 L the b-polymorph chains rearrange
into the more dense a-polymorph configuration (see figure 2.9). [84] At tem-
peratures above 100K formic acid deprotonates and bridging bidentate for-
mate HCOOBB(a) is formed via a monodentate formate HCOOM(a) intermedi-
ate state (see figures 2.10 and 2.11):
HCOOH(a)   ! HCOOM(a) +H(a) (2.35)
HCOOM(a)   ! HCOOBB(a) . [84] (2.36)
At ⇡ 150K the b-polymorph chains reverse to discrete dimer pairs (see figure
2.12) and completely convert to bridging bidentate formate with increasing
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Figure 2.8: Model of b-polymorph overlayer structures of HCOOH on Pt(111): oxygen
atoms occupy bridge sites or on-top sites, the bond angles are not distorted.
temperature up to 170K. [84] At ⇡ 200K small amounts of adsorbed formate
recombine with H(a) and desorb molecularly as:
HCOO(a) +H(a)   ! HCOOH(g) . [84] (2.37)
At ⇡ 260K the majority of the adsorbed formate decomposes as:
HCOO(a)   ! H(a) +CO2(g) . [84] (2.38)
Also non-decomposed and recombined formic acid desorbs already at 200K as
monomers. At ⇡ 130K a-polymorph chains transform to b-polymorph chains
and desorption results from the depopulation of multilayers or from the rup-
ture of monolayer chains. Subsequently, the desorption of dimers occurs and
fractions of remaining monomers immediately deprotonate according to equa-
tions 2.35 and 2.36 to rearrange in bridging bidentate configurations. [84] Pre-
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Figure 2.9: Model of a-polymorph overlayer structures of HCOOH on Pt(111): oxygen
atoms occupy bridge sites, the bond angles are not distorted.
adsorbed oxygen facilitates the decomposition of formic acid on the Pt(111)
surface and enables alternative reaction channels other than the unimolecu-
lar dehydrogenation. [85, 86, 87] At temperatures between 80–100K formate
molecules in the monodentate and the thermodynamically more stable bridg-
ing bidentate configurations are produced according to:
HCOOH(a) +O(a)   ! HCOOM(a) +OH(a) (2.39)
HCOOHM(a) +OH(a)   ! HCOOBB(a) +H2O(a) . [85, 86, 87] (2.40)
In contrast to larger amounts of water molecules that form hydrogen-bonded
bilayers, the H2O molecules formed in the course of the formic acid dehydro-
genation remain isolated monomers that interact with the adsorbed formate
molecules or pre-adsorbed oxygen atoms. [88, 86] With increasing temperature
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the adsorbed water reacts with adsorbed oxygen atoms according to equa-
tion 2.23. At temperatures above 210K stabilizing water molecules desorb and
above 250K formate decomposes as:
2HCOO(a) +O(a)   ! H2O(g) + 2CO2(g) . [86] (2.41)
The presence of oxygen atoms increases the formate stability relative to bare
platinum surfaces and the maximum CO2 desorption rate is reached at ⇡ 280–
315K. [86] For formic acid exposures above 0.6 L carbon dioxide is also pro-
duced at much lower temperatures of ⇡ 165–185K according to:
HCOO(a) +OH(a)   ! H2O(g) +CO2(g) . [86] (2.42)
Above 0.8 L carbon dioxide might also be produced without participating O,
OH, or H2O species at ⇡ 165–185K by the decomposition of two formate
species according to:
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2HCOO(a)   ! HCOOH(a) +CO2(g) . [86] (2.43)
Here, the produced formic acid remains adsorbed on the surface in a non-
deprotonated configuration up to 200K—then it desorbs. [86] At higher tem-
peratures above 250K also water has already desorbed and OH has been de-
protonated so that only formate and atomic oxygen have remained on the
Pt(111) surface and react in the temperature range of 280–315K as:
2HCOO(a) +O(a)   ! 2CO2(g) +H2O(g) . [86] (2.44)
At 250–315K and in absence of atomic oxygen, formate might also react ac-
cording to:
HCOO(a)   ! H(a) +CO2(g) (2.45)
HCOO(a) +H(a)   ! HCOOH(g) . [86] (2.46)
It is assumed that monodentate formate is the key intermediate in the direct ox-
idation pathway to carbon dioxide and bridging bidentate formate (or possibly
chelating bidentate formate as well) acts as dead end in the net reaction. [87]
As the activation barrier for the conversion of bidentate formate to monoden-
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tate formate closely equals the overall formic acid decomposition barrier for
reaction 2.38, the rate limiting reaction step here is the breaking of one Pt–O
bond of the adsorbed bidentate formate to form monodentate formate. There-
with, the surface-catalyzed decomposition of formic acid can be described as a
reaction sequence of:
the oxidation of adsorbed formic acid according to reaction 2.35,
the predominant conversion of monodentate formate to bidentate for-
mate according to reaction 2.36 up to a remaining minor equilibrium
concentration of monodentate formate,
the exothermic decomposition of monodentate formate to carbon dioxide
according to reaction 2.38 with an enthalpy of  80 kJmol 1,
the bidentate–monodentate conversion in order to establish the concen-
tration equilibrium again,
and the alternate repetition of the previous two steps until all formate is
consumed. [87]
Thermal desorption spectra of formic acid desorbing from clean Pt(111) sur-
faces reveal that HCOOH desorbs at ⇡ 160K in dimers or oligomers from mul-
tilayers and molecularly at ⇡ 200K. Small amounts of molecular desorption
are also observed in the temperature range of ⇡ 200–250K and are attributed
to the recombination of adsorbed formate and hydrogen species. Decomposed
formic acid is observed as CO2 desorption features at ⇡ 200K and ⇡ 250K. [84]
Thermal desorption spectra of formic acid desorbing from Pt(111) surfaces pre-
covered with oxygen exhibit two desorption features at ⇡ 200K and ⇡ 280K
that are attributed to molecular HCOOH desorption and three desorption fea-
tures that are attributed to multilayer desorption of dimers and oligomers at
⇡ 200K, ⇡ 155K, and ⇡ 145K. [86]
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3 Experiments
In order to perform temperature programmed desorption experiments from
the surfaces of MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes, methods of sample heating
were studied already prior to the experiments presented here. Those earlier ex-
periments and sample designs revealed that backside heating with deposited
metal nanofilms is feasible and comparable to the direct heating of a top metal
film. [69] Subsequently, it was observed that backside and frontside heating by
using similar transition metal films (in this case platinum) with similar heat-
ing currents lead to comparable heating rates. Here, platinum films (20mm
⇥ 4mm) of 8 nm thickness were deposited on the front- and on the back-
side of a commercial 10mm ⇥ 20mm cover slip (Menzel-Gläser #3, thickness:
⇡ 0.2–0.3mm). The resistance–temperature relation of the Pt films was used
to measure the temperature after calibrating (see section 3.3.1). In this case,
the frontside Pt film was used to measure the temperature of the sample while
the backside Pt film was used to heat the sample and vice versa (see figure
3.1). The temperatures that were recorded using the frontside and the back-
side heating method deviated between 5K and 12K with higher temperature
values measured while heating from the backside. Besides the fact that this
deviation lies close to the accuracy limit of this method of temperature mea-
surement, this could also be attributed to a higher heat dissipation due to
radiation from the frontside Pt film into the vacuum. Additionally, the temper-
ature close to the sample on the sample holder was measured using a Pt1000
resistance–temperature sensor. It could be shown that both films (the frontside
and the backside film) heat predominantly the glass substrate—the sample
holder remains cold.
In order to heat the samples from the backside reproducibly over a wide
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Figure 3.1: Heating and temperature measurement on a glass sample by using a back-
side and a frontside Pt film: backside heating and frontside temperature measurement
or frontside heating and backside temperature measurement led to similar results, a
Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor (mounted close to the sample) did not detect a
significant heating at the sample holder due the heating cycles.
temperature range of 60–600 K by applying voltages in a range of 1–20V, com-
mercial indium tin oxide (ITO) films deposited on 1.1mm thick glass substrates
were tested (see figure 3.2). ITO films with sheet resistances of R⇤ = 20W al-
lowed to heat the glass substrate from 100K up to 600K by applying voltages
of 6–9V. Meanwhile, the temperature of the sample was measured using a
Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor that was glued on top of the glass sub-
strate with conducting carbon cement (Leit-C nach Göcke). These first ITO
tests revealed that thicker glass substrates were less fragile during mounting,
connecting, and heating. Thus, also thicker glass substrates were used hence-
forth. In previous experiments also Ag and Ti films deposited on the backside
of the sample were used in order to heat the sample. Due to the fact that
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ultra-thin Ag films had to be used because of the exceptionally good conduc-
tivity of silver, the prepared films were susceptible to oxidation and therefore
ephemeral. The further use of Ti films was avoided due to the similar thermal
desorption temperatures of various adsorbates from Ti compared to the des-
orption from Pt. No clear TPD spectra would be observable by using Ti and
Pt films simultaneously but a mixture of desorption events from both metal
surfaces.
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Figure 3.2: Heating of a glass sample by using commercial indium tin oxide films of
R⇤ = 20W deposited on the backside of the glass
All the insights revealed by these preliminary tests and some improvements
in cleaning and handling the samples during the preparation steps were con-
sidered to draw up a new sample design that exhibits a backside indium tin
oxide film in order to heat the sample, a 0.5–0.6mm thick glass substrate, and
a chemoelectronic nanodiode sandwich structure (Pt–Ta2O5–Ta) deposited on
the frontside (see figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Sample design
3.1 Sample preparation
Glass substrates of 9mm ⇥ 20mm were cut manually from commercial cover
slips (Menzel-Gläser #5, thickness: ⇡ 0.5–0.6mm). The substrates were rinsed
with acetone and wiped of with lint-free paper towels (KIMTECH Science,
precision wipes). Subsequently, all glass substrates were positioned in a poly-
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sample holder and cleaned stepwise in various sol-
vents and solvent mixtures using a heatable sonic bath as listed in table 3.1. All
organic solvents (acetone, ethanol, and isopropyl alcohol) were of AR (analyt-
ical reagent) grade quality. Ultra-pure water with a resistivity of 18.2MW cm
at 25  C (purified by a Merck Millipore Simplicity water purification system)
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was used in order to prepare the aqueous solutions. Fuming hydrochloric acid
(37%, AR grade), aqueous ammonia solution (33%, AR grade), and aqueous
hydrogen peroxide solution (30%, AR grade) were used for the alkaline sol-
vent (step 4) and respectively the acidic solvent (step 5). Following the last
cleaning step in ethanol the samples were wiped of with lint-free paper towels
and stored in argon atmosphere between PTFE sheets for transport.
Step Solvent (mixture) T [ C] t [min]
1 (CH3)2CO 40 30
2 CH3CH2OH 60 30
3 (CH3)2CHOH 60 30
4 5 H2O + H2O2(aq) + NH3(aq) 70 30
5 6 H2O + H2O2(aq) + HCl 70 30
6 H2O 70 30
7 H2O + (CH3)2CHOH 60 30
8 (CH3)2CHOH 60 30
9 CH3CH2OH 60 30
Table 3.1: Cleaning procedure within the sample preparation
In order to avoid short circuits to the frontside metal films the indium tin
oxide was deposited exclusively on an area that does not include the edges of
the glass substrate by using a shutter mask made of polyimide tape (DuPont
Kapton HN general-purpose film) that was glued on the cleaned glass sub-
strates prior to the ITO deposition step. For a better handling seven glass sam-
ples were placed together on a 76mm ⇥ 26mm glass support that was covered
with polyimide tape in advance. The samples were fixed with additional strips
of polyimide tape. Collectively these strips added up to form the shutter mask
(see figure 3.4). Thus, the mounting of the samples for ITO sputter deposi-
tion was considerably simplified and less susceptible to contamination as all
cleaned samples were collectively mounted on only two glass supports into the
vacuum system.
The indium tin oxide films were deposited at the technical physics lab-
oratories of the faculty of physics in Duisburg using physical vapor sputter
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polyimide tape
glass support
Figure 3.4: Shutter mask made of polyimide tape strips
deposition. The samples were mounted in a Perkin Elmer 2400 sputtering sys-
tem that was pumped down to base pressure of pb = 1.7⇥ 10 5 mbar. Argon
gas (25 cm3min 1 at a standard temperature and pressure) was fed into the
sputtering system. Consequently, the pressure inside the system increased to
a working pressure of pw = 6.1⇥ 10 3 mbar. An argon plasma was generated
in the region in front of the target using a magnetron arrangement behind the
indium tin oxide target. Ionized, positive charged, Ar ions were accelerated in
an electric field generated by applying a bias voltage of Ubias = 1.2 kV toward
the negative charged indium tin oxide target. After 15min pre-sputtering in
order to clean the surface of the ITO target, the samples were moved close to
the target and fragments of the Sn-doped In2O3 were deposited on the glass
substrates. During sputtering the temperature of the sample plates increased
up to a maximum of 413K. After 30min of sputtering the system was shut
down and the samples were removed. Measurements of the deposited ITO
films showed a sheet resistance of R⇤ ⇡ 30W.
Subsequently, the polyimide tape mask was removed and the samples were
mounted on the PTFE sample holder in order to be cleaned again using the
heatable sonic bath as discussed above. But this time the acidic step was
skipped, because it would have damaged and removed the deposited ITO
films. The dry and clean samples were stored in argon atmosphere between
PTFE sheets in a container that was opened again in a clean-room environ-
ment at Forschungszentrum Jülich for depositing 30 nm of tantalum on the top
side of the glass substrate by means of e-beam physical vapor deposition. The
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samples were mounted under a shutter mask that covered the entire sample
area except a narrow strip of 2–3mm width along the length of each sample.
Using a modified Balzers PLS 500 UHV system tantalum was deposited at a
working pressure of pw = 9⇥ 10 7 mbar. An electron accelerating bias voltage
of Ubias = 10 kV was applied between an electron emitting filament and the Ta
target (chunks of tantalum in a crucible). Electrons left the filament according
to a set emission current of Iem = 0.1–0.3A and were directed onto the Ta target
by means of a magnetic field. After deposition, the samples were put back in a
container between PTFE sheets in argon atmosphere, were transported back to
Essen, and were stored there until continuing with the electrochemical anodic
oxidation of the tantalum. The prepared Ta films were of amorphous character
with sheet resistances of R⇤ ⇡ 1 kW. [89]
For this purpose, the samples—one after another—were mounted on an
acryl glass sample holder (see figure 3.5) with a separating sheet of Parafilm
M in order to protect the backside ITO films from scratches. The samples were
fixed with a Au clip on top of the Ta film close to the edge of the samples.
The fixed tantalum films were then electrochemically oxidized by means of an
electrolytic droplet cell in a three electrode setup mounted into a steel Faraday
cage (see figure 3.5). [90, 91, 92] Before usage, the glass equipment was rinsed
with boiling ultra-pure water. The electrolyte solution was prepared by solving
73.8 g of freshly opened anhydrous sodium acetate (99%, AR grade) in 1 l of
ultra-pure water. In such highly concentrated 0.9mol l 1 sodium acetate solu-
tion the resistivity of the droplet cell is below 10W and the potential drops in
the solution are therewith negligible. The sodium salt of acetic acid was used,
because the organic anion CH3COO– has a low tendency for incorporation into
the tantalum during the oxide growth. In addition, the electrolyte buffers the
solution and minimizes parallel corrosion processes such as dissolving oxide
species. [90]
A droplet of the electrolyte solution was set gently on top of the tantalum
film while an initial potential of E0 =  1.1V was applied between counter and
working electrode. All potentials were referred to a saturated calomel elec-
trode (SCE). The electrochemical potential difference that was applied between
the tantalum film used as working electrode and the counter electrode (the
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working electrode (Ta film)
filler aperture
Au clip
Figure 3.5: Setup of the electrochemical anodic oxidation of a Ta film
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platinum wire) dropped only at the metal–electrolyte interface and therefore
resulted in the oxidation of the top tantalum layer. Afterward, potential ramps
were performed up to 2.4V using a scan rate of 0.1V s 1 (see figure 3.6). The
oxide formation caused a passivation of the surface so that no oxidation cur-
rents flowed anymore for voltages below the previously applied voltages. As
soon as this passivation was achieved the droplet was moved from the tanta-
lum, the samples were rinsed carefully in ultra-pure water, and dried again in
a stream of N2 gas. This procedure of spot oxidation was repeated on all areas
of the tantalum film except the contact area where the Au clip was placed. Sub-
sequently, a set droplet was moved carefully over the tantalum surface while
keeping the reverse potential constant at Erev = 2.4V in order to check that the
surface was passivated completely.
The potentiostatic oxidation reduced the thickness of the evaporated amor-
phous Ta film and formed a Ta2O5 layer on top. According to [90] a tantalum
consumption factor rcons = 1.1 nmV 1 and an oxide formation factor rform =
1.7 nmV 1 were assumed. Due to the applied reverse potential of Erev = 2.4V
a Ta consumption of ⇡ 1.7 nm and an oxide formation of ⇡ 4 nm resulted.
Thus, the prepared 30 nm thin Ta layer was reduced to a thickness of 27.4 nm
and 4nm of Ta2O5 were formed on top.
Finally, 7 nm of platinum were deposited on top of the oxidized Ta under
UHV conditions (base pressure: pb = 1⇥ 10 9 mbar, working pressure: pw =
1⇥ 10 7 mbar) by means of electron beam physical vapor deposition in order
to add the top metal electrode of the MIM chemoelectronic nanodiode. Here,
a bias voltage of Ubias = 1.5 kV was applied between a hot filament and the Pt
target (a Pt wire wrapped around a molybdenum rod). The filament was made
of tungsten wire (diameter d = 0.3mm, R ⇡ 1.5W) and was heated by passing
a current of Ifil = 6–7A through it. When an emission current of Iem = 55mA
was reached the shutter was opened in order to start with the Pt deposition.
Again, the sample substrate was kept at room temperature and the thickness of
the Pt film was monitored during the deposition process using a quartz crystal
microbalance. With each PVD run two samples were prepared. 4mm ⇥ 9mm
strips of platinum were deposited on top of each oxidized tantalum film by
using a shutter mask that was made of copper tape. Simultaneously, the copper
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Figure 3.6: Oxidation and passivation of a Ta film by means of the presented electro-
chemical approach: at 20 s the droplet was set onto the Ta film and native tantalum
oxide was reduced (current decrease), the film was oxidized again while the voltage
was increased up to 2.4V, at a constant voltage no further oxidation occurred and the
current decreases due to passivation.
tape fixed the samples to the sample holder. A sheet of Parafilm M was placed
between the copper tape and the sample in order to protect the Ta2O5. After
deposition the samples were electrically contacted (see figure 3.7) with thin
copper wires (diameter of 0.1mm) using conducting carbon cement. The bare
copper wires were shielded using polyimide tape and textile casings.
3.2 Experimental setup
All measurements were carried out in a stainless steel UHV system pumped to
a base pressure of pb ⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar by means of mechanical, turbo molec-
ular, and getter pumps. Two separable stainless steel vessels (a big one as
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textile casing
ITO
Pt
Ta
conductive carbon cement
Figure 3.7: Electrical contacts glued onto the sample using carbon cement
the actual experiment volume and a smaller one as a reservoir for gas mix-
tures) were each pumped using a pre-vacuum line pumped by Pfeiffer ONF
25L rotary vane pumps down to 1⇥ 10 3 mbar. The main experiment vessel
was pumped by two turbo molecular pumps, a Leybold 85541 turbo molec-
ular pump (turbo molecular pump #1 in figure 3.8) directly attached behind
a titanium sublimation pump close to the main chamber and a Leybold TW
70H turbo molecular pump (turbo molecular pump #2 in figure 3.8) connected
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within a by-pass line at the side of the vessel.
He cryostat
#2
#2
#1
#3
#1
#3
QMS
dosing vapors of liquids:
glass vial
dosing gases:
gas cylinder(s) or can(s)
Figure 3.8: Experimental setup
A Ti sublimation getter pump, was used at pressures below 1⇥ 10 8 mbar to
further decrease the pressure. A Ti getter layer was sublimated periodically
(once per hour for a duration of 30 s) from solid Ti electrodes that were heated
by passing a current of 40A through them. Liquid nitrogen was used to cool
the sublimation surface and increase the efficiency of the sublimation pump [1,
93, 94, 95]. The use of a cryogenic helium pump—primarily used as a cryostat
to cool the sample below 70K—had an additional influence on evacuating the
system as gas was freezing out and condensed on the cool parts of the Leybold–
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Heraeus RW2 cryostat system. Considering the temperature persistency of the
MIM devices several mild baking procedures were carried out to improve the
vacuum inside the chamber. Baking the chamber while cooling the sample
simultaneously using the He cryostat enabled more intense heating currents
(resulting in temperatures above 400 K at the walls of the chamber) while the
samples stayed cool (⇡ 150K). The sensitive parts of the cryostat system were
shielded with aluminum foil and could be held to temperatures below 315K.
The temperature was measured with a thermocouple mounted close to the cool
head of the cryostat.
An MKS Spectra Satellite LM61 quadrupole mass analyzer was used to
detect desorbing species or fragments of those species. While the ionization
voltage was kept at ⇡ 65V during all experiments the detected mass, the sen-
sitivity range, the accuracy, and the bias voltage of the photomultiplier were
modified regarding the specific experimental focus.
The pressure inside the main chamber was measured using two pressure
gauges: a nude AML Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge close to the sample
holder (pressure gauge #1 in figure 3.8) operated using an AML PGC2D ion-
ization gauge process controller and a Leybold Vacuum IONIVAC ITR 90 com-
bination gauge (pressure gauge #2 in figure 3.8) at the transition area to the
by-pass line operated using a Leybold Vacuum COMBIVAC IT23 process con-
troller. The by-pass line was pumped by an additional turbo molecular pump
(turbo molecular pump #2 in figure 3.8). The Leybold combination gauge
(a combination of a Bayard Alpert hot cathode ionization measurement sys-
tem for pressures above 2⇥ 10 2 mbar, a Pirani system for pressures below
5.5⇥ 10 3 mbar, and combined measurements for pressures in between) was
separated from the main chamber by a copper shield to prevent radiation of
the hot filament interfering with the measurements. For the same reason the
nude AML Bayard-Alpert ion gauge close to the sample holder was switched
off during adsorption and desorption experiments and for the temperature
measurement calibrations.
A stainless steel gas inlet system was used to prepare mixtures of gases and
vapors of liquids that were dosed into the main chamber precisely through a
needle valve. The pressure inside the gas inlet system was measured using two
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Figure 3.9: Sample holder, sample arrangement, and electrical contacts
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capacitive pressure gauges (combined as pressure gauge #3 in figure 3.8): an
MKS Baratron for pressures in the range of 0.1–1000mbar and an Edwars Baro-
cel for pressures in the range of 0.001–1mbar, read out collectively using an
MKS PDR-C-2C/SP control unit. Either a glass vial filled with liquids or steel
gas cylinders or gas cans or both combined were used to feed the stainless steel
vessel reservoir via three possible connections. The reservoir was pumped via
a separate vacuum line using a water cooled Pfeiffer TMU 261 turbo molecular
pump (turbo molecular pump #3 in figure 3.8).
The sample holder was cut and bent out of a 2mm thick copper sheet.
Two holes were drilled in order to screw the sample holder on a copper block
at the end of the copper wire attached to the He cryostat. The copper block
itself was mounted to the central manipulator through separating Macor glass-
ceramic plates in order to reduce thermal conduction from the manipulator
to the cryostat system. Additional holes were drilled in order to mount inter-
face connections for the electric contacts using insulating Al2O3 sockets. The
area where the sample was intended to be placed was electrically insulated
using polyimide tape. Two lines of conductive silver paste were drawn on the
polyimide tape surface and electrically contacted to two thin copper wires us-
ing conductive carbon cement. The copper wires were contacted each to one
interface screw mounted at the sample holder.
It turned out that mounting the sample was best performed as follows:
1. The sample was glued onto the conductive silver paste lines with the ITO
covered backside facing the sample holder using two spots of conductive
carbon cement. The sample was carefully pressed onto the sample holder
using the weight of tweezers and left under that condition for a duration
of 2–3 h allowing the carbon cement to dry. Thereby, the ITO film was
contacted to the silver paste lines and the sample was durably fixed to
the sample holder.
2. A Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor was glued with conductive car-
bon cement onto the polyimide tape area close to the sample. Again the
carbon cement was left to dry for 2–3 h while the sensor was pressed onto
the sample holder using a pair of fixing tweezers.
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3. All electrical contact wires were fixed to the interface connections at the
sample holder: two contacts of the ITO film, two contacts of the Pt1000
resistance–temperature sensor, and three contacts of the samples elec-
trodes (one contact that was fixed at the end of the Ta strip, two contacts
that were fixed at the ends of the Pt strip).
4. The sample holder was mounted with two screws to the copper block at
the end of the copper wire attached to the He cryostat. Care was taken
that no thermal or electrical connection to the manipulator was created
and that the plane and polished part of the sample holder was firmly
fixed to the copper block.
5. The electrical contact wires of the ITO film were connected to two inter-
face lines at the manipulator that were controllable from outside of the
chamber. The other 5 electrical contacts were connected to 5 interface
lines at an interface flange leading outside of the chamber.
3.2.1 Measurement setup
All measured device current signals were collected and processed using a Heka
PG 510 potentiostat (see figure 3.10) that allowed for the chemicurrent/thermo-
current detection. In this case, one platinum film contact was normally open
(NO) and in a non-conductive state as the other was connected to a bridge or
short circuit (as depicted in figure 3.10) between the reference electrode (RE)
and the counter electrode (CE). The tantalum film contact was connected as
working electrode (WE). With this setup, electrons collected at the tantalum
film (WE) were read out as a positive current while electrons collected at the
platinum film (CE) were read out as negative current. The potential between
the electrodes was tunable, flowing currents and the voltage between the elec-
trode were recorded. Alternatively, two platinum film contacts were connected:
one to the bridge between RE and CE and the other as WE. By applying a con-
stant voltage across and reading out the flowing current through the platinum
film, the resistance of the film was measurable for resistance–temperature cal-
ibrations (see section 3.3.1). The tantalum contact was not connected and nor-
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mally open (NO) during these measurements.
Pt1000 controller
PC oscilloscope software
QMS software
ITO heating
potentiostat
RE CE WE
IU R
NO
power supply
process controller
QMS
PC oscilloscope
PC
Figure 3.10: Measurement setup
The Satellite LM61 quadrupole mass analyzer was operated using an MKS
Residual Gas Analyzer 4 software. The QMS signal was read out directly using
a Bayonet Neill–Concelman (BNC) connector. This signal was electronically
amplified with a gain of 1010 using a non-commercial amplifier powered by
two 9V batteries. The Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor was operated by
a modified non-commercial Pt1000 interface controller using a measurement
current of 1mA in order to prevent heating the sample area with the resistance–
temperature sensor at temperatures below 70K. The pressure measured with
the Leybold Vacuum IONIVAC ITR 90 combination gauge that was controlled
by the Leybold Vacuum COMBIVAC IT23 process controller was read out as a
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voltage signal. All measurement signals were routed over BNC cables and were
collected and recorded using a PicoScope 3425 PC oscilloscope and its software
(PicoScope 6) using a personal computer operated by Microsoft Windows XP.
The indium tin oxide film was heated by passing currents of below 0.1A
through the film while applying voltages in the range of 4–10V using a Delta
Elektronika SM 120-25 D power supply.
3.3 Temperature measurement
Usually, thermal desorption experiments are carried out by means of exter-
nal heaters—for instance tungsten filaments attached to the sample holder.
Unfortunately, such macroscopic heating methods cause multiple desorption
processes from the chemoelectronic device and from the sample holder as well.
The re-cooling to adsorption temperatures proceeds slowly as well. In any case,
a macroscopic heater heats more parts of the experimental setup than neces-
sary. [69] Thus, a tailored heating method that provides activation energies for
desorption processes selectively for surface reactions and surface dynamics on
the top metal electrode of chemoelectronic devices was developed: the method
of backside heating by passing currents through thin metal or semiconductive
films deposited on the backside of the nanodevice substrate. [96, 69] Heat-
ing the sample and not the sample holder leads to perceptible temperature
gradients. Furthermore, cooling and heating the samples at the same time is
expected to result in lateral temperature gradients on the sample holder and
on the sample as well. Also vertical temperature gradient should be consid-
ered. Therefore, accurate and non-interfering temperature measurements are
required that are suitable for such nanodevices.
3.3.1 Pt resistance–temperature measurement
Resistance thermometers such as the used Pt1000 resistance–temperature sen-
sors allow for an accurate temperature measurement of a metal by measuring
its resistance. The principle of the measurement is based on the temperature
dependence of the resistance of a given metal. With increasing temperature
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in the metal the amplitudes of the thermodynamic vibrations of its atomic
nuclei increase. Simultaneously, the probability of collisions between its free
electrons and bound ions undergo corresponding increases. As a result of
these interruptions of the free motion of the electrons due to electron–atom
collisions the resistance of the metal increases. Pure metals are typically used
because they guarantee perfect reproducibility and easy standardization. Plat-
inum is most commonly used because it is highly stable, corrosion resistant,
and applicable at temperatures between 13.80K and 1234.93K in neutral atmo-
spheres. [97, 98, 69, 99]
The resistance of a given metal can be monitored for instance while an
applied voltage U across the metal is held constant and the current I that
flows through is measured as Ohm’s law states:
R =
U
I
(3.1)
In turn, a constant current can also be passed through the metal while the
voltage drop at the metal is measured. Despite the fact, that the resistance of
platinum increases almost linearly with temperature over a wide range, curve
fitting is required in order to convert the measured resistance accurately to
temperature. The temperature of a Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor is
calculated with the use of the Callendar–van Dusen equation which expresses
the non-linearity of the temperature dependence of the resistance for platinum
resistance thermometers. [100, 98, 99]:
R(T) = R0
 
1+ AT + BT2 + C(T   100)T3  . (3.2)
A Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor has a resistance of R0 = 1000W at
0  C. A, B, and C are the Callendar–van Dusen coefficients and according to
the International Temperature Scale ITS-90:
A = 3.9848⇥ 10 3  C 1
B =  5.87⇥ 10 7  C 2
C =  4⇥ 10 12  C 4 .
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For temperatures above 0  C the coefficient C equals 0 and the Callendar–van
Dusen equation is reduced to a quadratic equation. For temperatures below
0  C all three coefficients are taken into account. Although the Callendar–van
Dusen equation was refined and replaced by interpolating formulas including
higher order polynomials it is accurate enough for the purpose of this work
and therefore used here. [101, 99]
Despite the accuracy of Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensors, their heat
capacity is huge compared to the electrodes of the chemoelectronic nanodi-
odes due to their macroscopic volume. Thus, a mounted Pt1000 resistance–
temperature sensor would act as dominant heat sink while the thin film struc-
ture is heated by passing a current through it. Also the electrical contacts of the
nanodiode are heat sinks and during heating a temperature profile establishes
that typically looks like the profile depicted in figure 3.11. [69]
Figure 3.11: Assumed visualization of the temperature profile in a nanofilm that is
electrically connected with macroscopic contacts (gray) and heated by passing a cur-
rent through it
In order to avoid a direct contact of a Pt1000 resistance–temperature sen-
sor with the heated nanostructure a direct temperature measurement of the
heated top platinum electrode is feasible by measuring its resistance. [102, 69]
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For this purpose, the two electrical contacts at the edges of the platinum film
were connected to the Heka PG 510 potentiostat. One contact was connected
to the bridge between the counter electrode and the reference electrode and
the other was connected as working electrode. An applied potential U was
held constant while a current I was passed through the Pt film and moni-
tored. The resistance of the Pt film was calculated using equation 3.1. In
order to assign a temperature to the measured resistance, a calibration was
carried out by measuring the resistance of the platinum film while the temper-
ature of the sample holder was measured for several minutes after a constant
temperature level was established in the range of 70–320K. For this calibra-
tion the Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor glued onto the sample holder
like the sample itself was used to monitor the temperature. No temperature
gradients on the sample holder were expected here as the system was given
sufficient time to establish a homogeneously constant temperature while slow
macroscopic cooling by means of the He cryostat and heating with halogen
lamps inside the vacuum chamber were carried out. A plot of the monitored
resistance of the platinum film against the temperature monitored with the
Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor showed an approximately linear depen-
dence over the entire temperature range and a linear regression was performed
as:
R(T) = a+ bT . (3.3)
The temperature in turn was therewith calculated as:
T =
(R(T)  a)
b
. (3.4)
For established constant temperatures this method is accurate. However, in
the case of rapid heating events non-uniform lateral temperature gradients re-
sult. The assigned temperature is a mean temperature over the length between
the two electrical contacts, because the mean resistance of the Pt film over that
length is measured here. Due to the heat transfer into the electrical contacts the
measured temperature is significantly lower than the temperature at the center
of the Pt film where the actual nanodiode is located. Especially this tempera-
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ture at the center is of interest as the temperature dependence of chemicurrents
or thermocurrents is desired to be clarified.
While the potential between the top platinum electrode and the bottom
tantalum electrode of the chemoelectronic nanodiode was varied, it was ob-
served that temperature changes of the nanostructure resulted in changes of
the monitored current. This temperature dependence was utilized to develop
a new method of temperature measurement of the nanodiode that is described
within the following subsection.
3.3.2 MIM current–voltage temperature measurement
In order to check the insulating character of the Ta2O5 interstitial barrier of the
prepared chemoelectronic nanodiodes, current–voltage characteristics (tunnel-
ing curves) were recorded at normal temperature (see figures 3.12 and 3.13).
As already discussed, the MIM structure can be interpreted as a parallel-plate
capacitor. The capacitance C of this capacitor can be determined from the ca-
pacitive charging current IC at U = 0V in the current–voltage characteristics.
In the case of a scan rate of rscan = dU/dt = 20mVs 1 the capacitive charging
current observed for MIM sample JPM 3.02 was IC = 17.01 nA in the posi-
tive branch and IC =  16.96 nA in the negative branch. The capacitance was
therewith:
C =
dQ/dt
dU/dt
⇡ 0.85 µF . (3.5)
The slow scan signals (see figure 3.12) were processed using a bandwidth
of 30Hz, a current range of 1 µA, and a current filter of 10Hz. Therewith, a
current signal of 1 µA was transposed and read out as 10V. An increase of
the scan rate to rscan = 2V s 1 resulted in an increase of the absolute value
of the capacitive charging current to IC = 1.257 µA in the positive branch and
IC =  1.298 µA in the negative branch. With these, the capacitance was calcu-
lated as:
C =
dQ/dt
dU/dt
⇡ 0.64 µF . (3.6)
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Figure 3.12: Current–voltage characteristics of MIM sample JPM 3.02 at normal tem-
perature and pressure (T ⇡ 293K, p ⇡ 1013mbar)
The fast scan signals (see figure 3.13) were processed using a bandwidth of
100Hz, a current range of 10 µA, and a current filter of 100Hz. Both current–
voltage characteristics were measured at normal temperature and pressure on
the same day without any parameter changes except the potentiostat settings.
The reason for this reproducible difference in capacitance was most probably
a result of signal processing. Obviously, one should be aware of the parame-
ter and measurement settings for the determination of the device capacitance.
Furthermore, the recorded scan rate differed slightly from the set scan rate as
well. However, for all following experiments the fast scan rate was used in
order to achieve a quick response to changes in temperature or encircling gas.
In the course of experimental temperature variations it was observed that
the current–voltage characteristics changed with temperature. For increas-
ing sample temperatures the current shifted to higher absolute current values
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Figure 3.13: Current–voltage characteristics of MIM sample JPM 3.02 at normal tem-
perature and pressure (T ⇡ 293K, p ⇡ 1013mbar)
while varying the voltage between  0.2V and 0.2V. Furthermore, it was ob-
served that the rectangular shape of the current–voltage characteristics shifted
to a parallelogram-like shape (see figures 3.15 and 3.16). A procedure was writ-
ten to read out the current values at voltages in the range of 0.15–0.19V in order
to study the current–temperature dependence. For different constant tempera-
tures current–voltage characteristics were recorded and the current values were
read out. The constant temperatures were established by using the He cryo-
stat and the heating wires around (and outside of) the stainless steel vessel
(normally used in order to bake the chamber) for cooling and heating simul-
taneously. All light sources (halogen lamps and filaments) inside the chamber
were switched off in order to prevent the increase of the device current signal
due to photocurrents. The system was given sufficient time to reach the con-
stant temperatures and temperature gradients were no longer expected, neither
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Figure 3.14: Applied triangular voltage variation (gray) and the current answer (blue)
of MIM sample JPM 3.02 using a scan rate of rscan = 2V s 1 at normal temperature
and pressure (T ⇡ 293K, p ⇡ 1013mbar)
on the sample holder nor on the sample itself. Thus, these equilibrium tem-
peratures were measured accurately with the Pt1000 resistance–temperature
sensor glued on the sample holder adjacent to the sample. The mean values of
the extracted current values were plotted against the established equilibrium
temperatures and an exponential increase with temperature was observed (see
figure 3.17).
This exponential dependence can be rationalized as the already discussed
thermionic emission current density J that increases exponentially with tem-
perature as well. The thermionic emission current density is not only a func-
tion of temperature but also a function of the applied voltage U between the
two electrodes (or plane capacitor plates). The observed current increase is de-
scribable as a voltage assisted thermionic emission and the current density can
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Figure 3.15: Current–voltage characteristics of MIM sample JPM 3.02 using a scan
rate of rscan = 2V s 1 at different equilibrium temperatures under UHV condition
(p ⇡ 1⇥ 10 10 mbar)
be described as J(T,U). As the mean current values are read out periodically
for applied voltages between 0.15V and 0.19V, also the voltage can be seen
as constant and J(T,U) becomes J(T;U). A power function in order to fit the
observed I–T relation was drawn up as:
I = 1.0575+ 3⇥ 10 10T3.33 . (3.7)
Using this power function, recorded current signals could be attributed to a
certain temperature. Scanning the voltage again between  0.2V and 0.2V also
heating experiments were carried out. This time, temperature gradients on
the sample holder and on the sample were expected, because the highly lo-
calized ITO backside heating was carried out (by applying for instance 8.5V
across the ITO film) while the sample holder was cooled simultaneously by
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Figure 3.16: Enlarged section from figure 3.15
means of the He cryostat (see figure 3.18). The current values for applied
voltages between 0.15V and 0.19V were extracted (see figure 3.19) and a dou-
ble negative-exponential fit function of the current values was used. With the
found I–T relation given by equation 3.7 this current increase was assigned to
a temperature as:
T =
 
3⇥ 1010(I   1.0575) 1/3.33 . (3.8)
For an ITO backside heating of the sample with 8.5V across the ITO film a
rapid temperature increase was measured starting from the minimum tem-
perature Tmin = 66K (see figure 3.20). Compared to the recorded tempera-
ture increase during a similar heating experiment (8.5V across the ITO film,
Tmin = 66K) measured by the resistance–temperature measurement using the
platinum film, the temperature measured using the device current increased
much faster and reached a higher temperature after t = 50 s. This can be ex-
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Figure 3.17: Mean current values in the voltage range of 0.15–0.19V plotted against
the equilibrium temperature
plained by the fact that the sample center reached a higher temperature com-
pared to the surrounding areas as a result of the expected temperature profile
(see figure 3.11). The mounted Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor directly
attached to the sample on the sample holder detected nearly no temperature
increase at all. This underlines the exclusively local character of the developed
backside heating method.
In any case, the developed method of temperature measurement enables
the measurement of the actual temperature of the MIM chemoelectronic nan-
odiode volume at the center of the sample. Conveniently, no additional con-
tacts are necessary and the same setup can be used that is mandatory for the
detection of device currents in the course of studies of surface dynamics. All
parameter changes are performed using the regular measurement setup and
the measurement itself is performed in place by using the nanodiode. Thus, it
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Figure 3.18: Sample heating: monitored voltage variation (gray) between  0.2V and
0.2V and an increasing device current (blue) due to backside heating by applying 8.5V
across the ITO film after t = 5 s.
can be referred to as an in-situ temperature measurement.
However, for different samples different temperature dependencies of the
device current were observed. Furthermore, the I–T dependence of one sample
changed occasionally in the course of the experiments. Typically, after a cycle
of temperature desorption experiments, switching off the He cooling system,
and initiating the cooling again the baseline currents and the current values
at the higher absolute voltage values changed. Therefore, the calibration pro-
cedure had to be repeated several times using the same sample (here: JPM
3.02).
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Figure 3.19: Sample heating: current values (light gray) of the positive current branch
extracted at voltages between 0.15V and 0.19V and a fit of these current values (green)
during heating by applying 8.5V across the ITO film after t = 5 s.
3.4 MIM device current measurement
After calibrating the temperature measurement and assigning the correct tem-
perature to heating experiments in the range of ⇡ 60–400K for different volt-
ages across the ITO film in order to heat the sample, the potential between the
platinum top electrode and the tantalum back electrode was no longer varied
dynamically and held constant. Surface dynamics were studied, while simi-
lar heating experiments with determined temperature ramps were performed
repetitively or while keeping the sample at constant temperatures. Simultane-
ously, the device current I was monitored. In a temperature range of ⇡ 60–
400K and without backside ITO heating or ongoing surface dynamics on top
of the platinum film the unbiased (Ubias = 0V) metal–insulator–metal system
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Figure 3.20: Measured temperatures during sample heating: temperature measure-
ment using the device current (green), resistance–temperature measurement using the
Pt film resistance (blue), and Pt1000 resistance–temperature detection (purple).
usually exhibited baseline currents I0 between  0.25 nA and  0.05 nA. This
slight offset of the baseline to negative values was interpreted as a result of the
signal processing—most likely due to the A/D conversion.
If the applied bias voltage was changed the current baseline shifted to more
negative values for negative bias voltages and to more positive values for pos-
itive bias voltages (see figure 3.21). In measurements at equilibrated temper-
atures the device currents exhibited spikes to positive currents as a result of
increased bias voltages and spikes to negative currents as a result of decreased
bias voltages. These spikes (attributed to capacitive charging) decayed expo-
nentially and a new baseline was established. The mean current value of each
plateau was plotted against the applied bias voltage and linear isotherms were
obtained that showed the non-linear temperature dependence of the voltage as-
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sisted baseline current (see figure 3.22): the slopes of the isotherms increased
exponentially with temperature. A leakage current through the oxide—driven
by the applied bias voltage and facilitated by the increased temperature—could
explain this behavior.
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Figure 3.21: Baseline current shifts due to changing applied bias voltages at T = 65K:
spikes toward positive currents resulted with increasing bias voltages and spikes to-
ward negative currents resulted with decreasing bias voltages. The current baseline
shifted to more negative values for negative bias voltages and to more positive values
for positive bias voltages.
Initiating the backside heating of the MIM system caused spikes in the de-
tected baseline currents as well. These reproducible spikes were attributed to
capacitive charging of a parallel-plate capacitor with the contacted MIM system
(most likely the Pt top electrode) and the backside ITO film as separated capac-
itor plates. By applying a voltage across the ITO film the capacitor was charged
and de-charged after switching off the voltage, respectively. As a result, spikes
to negative current values for switching on and spikes toward positive current
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Figure 3.22: Baseline current isotherms measured for changed bias voltages Ubias be-
tween the MIM metal electrodes at different equilibrium temperatures
values for switching off the voltage across the ITO were observed. The magni-
tude of the spikes did not only scale with the applied voltage but also with the
time between switching on and off. It was assumed that this increase of current
signal was a result of the elevated temperature, because a more noisy current
signal and a much slower relaxation of the current increase were observable
as well for longer heating periods (see figure 3.23). It could be assumed that
the potentiostat provided an electron flow toward the Pt top electrode in order
to compensate for the positive charge in respect to the negatively charged ITO
film. When the applied voltage across the ITO was switched off, electrons from
the Pt electrode flowed back to the potentiostat—and additionally through the
Ta2O5 as long as a certain temperature was exceeded. This could explain the
temperature dependence of this charge/de-charge effect.
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Figure 3.23: Effect of switching ITO heating on/off using different voltages
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4 Results
In the course of adsorption and desorption experiments on the platinum sur-
face of the MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes positive and negative device cur-
rents were detected. Positive currents resulted either from hot charge carriers
(predominantly hot electrons) tunneling through the Ta2O5 potential barrier
or from surface potential changes of the platinum film (in this case a decrease
in electron density) due to surface dynamics (bond formations and/or bond
cleavages). The potentiostat compensated the decrease in electron density by
providing an electron flow toward the platinum electrode in order to keep the
bias voltage constantly at Ubias = 0V. Negative currents were detected if sur-
face dynamics on the platinum film caused an increase of the electron density
in the platinum film and the potentiostat provided an electron flow away from
the platinum film in order to compensate for the resulting bias charge.
4.1 Adsorption and desorption experiments
Various gases and vapors of liquids were dosed onto the MIM system in or-
der to investigate surface dynamics in the course of adsorption, dissociation,
recombination, and/or desorption processes on the catalytically active plat-
inum film. The device current was monitored while the voltage between the
top platinum electrode and the bottom tantalum electrode of the MIM system
was held constantly at Ubias = 0V. The temperature of the sample holder was
monitored using the Pt1000 resistance–temperature sensor glued next to the
sample onto the sample holder. The dosing pressures inside the main chamber
were measured using the AML Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge.
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4.1.1 TPD experiments
In order to conduct TPD experiments the sample was pre-cooled to adsorption
temperatures of ⇡ 65K and cleaned subsequently by executing a first tempera-
ture ramp by applying favorably 0.5V more across the ITO than in the follow-
ing TPD experiments. Therewith, also molecules adsorbed on areas adjacent
to the MIM surface were removed. Usually, a TPD experiment without dosing
species (D = 0 L) was performed at first. Then, TPD experiments with increas-
ing dosages were performed. In order to rule out effects of the sequence of
dosage variations, also cycles with similar dosages were occasionally repeated
to gain reliable results.
4.1.1.1 H2O
At ⇡ 65K the vapor of ultra-pure water (purified using a Merck Millipore Sim-
plicity water purification system) was dosed from a glass vial through a leak
valve into the UHV chamber where it adsorbed on the Pt top electrode of the
used MIM device. Simultaneously, the device current was monitored. Dosages
between 10–35L caused rapid increases of the device current up to ⇡ 2 nA that
decreased exponentially again (exponential decay), while the pressure inside
the chamber was held constant (see figure 4.1). For small dosages below 2L
a small current increase was observed that was nearly constant until the first
monolayer was established. Therefore, it could be assumed that the exponen-
tial decrease was related to the increasing surface coverage. Pressures up to
5⇥ 10 6 mbar were reached during dosing. It was observed that closing the
leak valve in order to stop dosing resulted in an increase of the device current.
This increase scaled with the dosage as well. For small dosages below 2L this
increase with closing the valve was not observable. Also the current peaks due
to closing the valve decreased exponentially.
By applying a voltage of 8.5V across the ITO backside film the sample was
heated locally and temperature desorption spectra were recorded. For this
purpose, the cooled sample covered with adsorbed H2O was rotated such that
its surface was close (2–3 cm) to the ionization region of the quadrupole mass
analyzer prior to the heating. Desorbing molecules or fragments of molecules
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Figure 4.1: Response of the MIM device current to H2O adsorption onto the Pt top
electrode: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak valve was opened, at t ⇡ 14–16 s the valve was closed
again.
were ionized using an ion source voltage of 68.7V and mass 18 u was detected.
A multiplier voltage of 1.4 kV was used. Between each TPD experiment and the
next dosing of H2O vapor, the sample was allowed to cool for 5min. The sam-
ple holder, that was constantly cooled by the He cryostat, served as heat sink.
Another 5min were spent after each adsorption cycle and to pump not ad-
sorbed H2O vapor and in order to reach pressures of ⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar again.
A non-linear heating rate of ⇡ 44K s 1 in the first 5 s and ⇡ 1.5K s 1 over the
last 20 s was used for the thermal desorption experiments according to to the
performed temperature measurement. In good agreement with TPD spectra
for H2O desorbing from crystalline platinum surfaces, desorption peaks (a and
b) at temperatures of ⇡ 155K and ⇡ 190K were observed. Whereas the low
temperature peak associated with multilayer desorption was more dominant in
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the obtained spectra, the monolayer peak (or peaks for different surface sites)
was much more extended but identifiable (see figure 4.2). The fact that the fea-
tures were less defined and chronologically dissolved was not unexpected due
to the polycrystalline property of the Pt film and due to temperature gradients
on the entire Pt film.
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Figure 4.2: TPD spectra of H2O from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device recorded
at mass 18 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents (top)
During the thermal desorption experiments the device current was mon-
itored. The typical switching-on-spike was observed after initiating the ITO
heating at t = 5 s. For TPD experiments without desorption of H2O molecules
(D = 0 L) the device current remained constant on the baseline, but with in-
creasing dosage a dip in the device current was observed that scaled with
dosage up to certain limit. After increasing dosages above that limit the dip
remained constant. Furthermore, it was observed that the minimum of the
resulting dip shifted with increasing dosage to lower temperatures (or earlier
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time). The spectra with the deepest dip exhibits this at ⇡ 180K. This result
suggests that the dips were related to the H2O monolayer desorption from the
Pt surface.
In order to substantiate this assumption the recorded device currents were
integrated over time from t = 0 s to t = 50 s (corresponding to T = 66K to
T = 390K in the TPD spectra) to obtain the charges Qdes that had flown dur-
ing these desorption processes. The baseline current was subtracted and the
calculated charges were multiplied with  1 in order to obtain positive charges.
Also the positive device currents observed during adsorption were integrated
over the time of adsorption from opening the leak valve to closing the leak
valve again, in order to obtain the adsorption charges Qads. Again, the base-
line current was subtracted. As already recognized by studying the device
currents during desorption, the absolute values of the charges for both sorp-
tion processes scaled with dosage up to a certain limit and reached a satura-
tion plateau. This was clearly recognizable by plotting the calculated charges
against the corresponding dosages (see figure 4.3).
In contrast, the integrated QMS signals scaled linearly with dosage and fol-
lowed a line fit (green). Furthermore, desorption charges and adsorption
charges could be fitted with the same double negative exponential function
(purple). This underlined the reversibility of the measured sorption charges.
A saturation in resulting charges for D ⇡ 3–4 L was observed. This effect could
be interpreted as a result of the formation of water–hydroxy mixed phases on
the Pt surface. Especially, because the observed desorption peak temperatures
for submonolayer and monolayer H2O were slightly higher compared to TPD
experiments from bare platinum crystals, and because the TPD curves were
in good agreement with H2O TPD spectra from platinum surfaces with pre-
adsorbed oxygen. As already discussed, the presence of atomic oxygen on the
Pt surface enabled the formation of more stable water–hydroxy mixed phases.
Due to the fact that the used MIM samples were exposed to air during prepara-
tion and mounting, oxygen adsorbed and dissociated on the Pt surface. These
atomic oxygen species remained adsorbed in the course of all UHV experi-
ments because desorption would have required temperatures above ⇡ 600K
and the maximum temperature of the platinum electrode that was reached
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Figure 4.3: Absolute values of the H2O adsorption charges Qads (dark blue) and the
H2O desorption charges Qdes (light blue) and the integrated QMS signals (green) plot-
ted against the corresponding dosages D: the reversible charges due to adsorption
and desorption processes reached a saturation at D ⇡ 4 L whereas the integrated QMS
signals scaled linearly with the dosage.
(even by intense heating), was still below ⇡ 500K. In addition, temperatures
above 500K would have risked irreversible damages of the prepared thin-film
devices.
It could be noted that besides temperature and voltage an additional driv-
ing force for charge transfer detected by the used MIM chemoelectronic nan-
odiodes was caused by surface dynamics—namely adsorption and desorption
of water on the polycrystalline platinum top electrode. A slight shift of the des-
orption peaks to higher temperatures was also expected due to the huge initial
heating rate (comparable to flash desorption experiments with rapid tempera-
ture ramps). In that case, the desorption rate was expected to be higher than
the pumping speed of the vacuum system over a short period of time. Closer
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to the end of the performed temperature ramp regular thermal desorption was
expected and (re-)adsorption from the gas phase could be neglected as the
pumping speed of the vacuum system was much higher than the desorption
rate.
4.1.1.2 D2O
The same adsorption and desorption experiments were carried out with D2O
as well. Again at ⇡ 65K, the vapor of D2O (99.9%, AR grade) was dosed from
a glass vial through a leak valve into the UHV chamber where it adsorbed on
the Pt top electrode of the used MIM device. Simultaneously, the device cur-
rent was monitored. Dosages up to 54.7 L caused positive device current peaks
analogous to the H2O adsorption. Again, rapid increases of the device current
up to ⇡ 2.2 nA occurred for high dosages and decreased exponentially (neg-
ative exponent) while the pressure inside the chamber was held constant (see
figure 4.4). Small dosages below 2L caused small current increases that were
nearly constant until the first monolayer was established. Again, pressures up
to 5⇥ 10 6 mbar were reached during dosing. In the process of dosing D2O it
was also observed that closing the leak valve caused an increase of the device
current that scaled with the dosage and decreased exponentially (negative ex-
ponent). For small dosages up to 2 L this increase with closing the valve was
not observable.
The D2O thermal desorption experiments were performed analogously to
the TPD experiments with H2O. A voltage of 8.5V was applied across the
ITO backside film of the sample in order to heat the sample and temperature
desorption spectra were recorded using the quadrupole mass analyzer. Des-
orbing molecules or fragments of molecules were ionized using an ion source
voltage of 68.7V and mass 20 u was detected. Between each TPD experiment
and the next dosing of D2O vapor the sample was cooled for 5min and an-
other 5min were spent after each adsorption cycle in order to reach a base
pressure of ⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar again. The same non-linear temperature ramp
was carried out as during the H2O TPD experiments. The obtained thermal
desorption spectra matched the obtained H2O spectra (see figure 4.5). Mul-
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Figure 4.4: Response of the MIM device current to D2O adsorption on the Pt top
electrode: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak valve was opened, at t ⇡ 14–18 s the valve was closed
again.
tilayer desorption (a) was attributed to desorption temperatures at ⇡ 155K
with a zero-order desorption kinetic. Various monolayer and submonolayer
desorption peaks culminated in one desorption peak (b) at ⇡ 190K. The flux
of desorbing fragments of mass 20 u decreased over a wide range and reached
almost the initial at ⇡ 380K even for high dosages. It could be assumed that an
additional amount of dosed molecules desorbed later from surrounding areas
and the edges of the Pt film that reached desorption temperatures delayed due
to temperature gradients on the Pt film.
During the thermal desorption experiments the device current was moni-
tored and the discussed spikes to negative current values with switching on
the ITO heating after 5 s were observed again. For blank TPD experiments
without dosages (D = 0 L) the device current remained constantly on the base-
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Figure 4.5: TPD spectra of D2O from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device recorded
at mass 20 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents (top)
line. Increasing D2O dosages caused dips in the device current that exhibited
minima at ⇡ 235K for submonolayer dosages and shifted to lower tempera-
tures for higher dosages. For dosages around D ⇡ 2–3 L this shift stopped and
constant minima temperatures of ⇡ 180K were observed for higher exposures.
A further increase of the dosages caused the device current dips to decrease,
but also for D2O a saturation plateau seemed to be established for dosages
above 4L.
The recorded desorption device currents were integrated over time from
t = 0 s to t = 50 s (corresponding to T = 66K to T = 390K in the TPD spec-
tra) to obtain the charges Qdes during these desorption processes. The baseline
current was subtracted and the calculated charges were multiplied with  1 in
order to obtain positive charges. Also the positive device currents observed
during adsorption of D2O were integrated over the time of adsorption in or-
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der to obtain the adsorption charges Qads. Both sorption charges scaled with
dosage up to a certain limit and reached a saturation plateau that is visualized
in figure 4.6 by plotting the calculated charges against dosage. The same fit
function as for the analysis of H2O was suitable for the D2O desorption and
adsorption experiments as well: a double exponential function (purple). In
contrast, the integrated QMS signals scaled linearly (green) with dosage. As
expected, the sorption charges increased with dosage up to 4 L and reached a
saturation for higher dosages.
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Figure 4.6: Absolute values of the D2O adsorption charges Qads (dark blue) and the
D2O desorption charges Qdes (light blue) and the integrated QMS signals (green) plot-
ted against the corresponding dosages D: the reversible charges due to adsorption
and desorption processes reached a saturation at D ⇡ 4 L while the integrated QMS
signals scaled linearly with the dosage.
Apart from proving the reversibility of the charging, the surface processes
could be assigned to adiabatic effects because the observed charging processes
for the H2O and the D2O experiments matched. In case of non-adiabatic ef-
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fects, charge transfer processes involving H species would have been signifi-
cantly enhanced compared to D species. Although the adsorption energies of
the two isotopes are equal, the velocities during the single steps of the whole
adsorption processes are different due to the mass difference. The faster H
atom causes more likely non-adiabatic excitation processes than the slower D
atom as the interaction (or friction) of the involved electronic structures is de-
cisive to the non-adiabatic energy dissipation. [103] Furthermore, in case of
tunnel currents no reversibility would be expected as the tunnel probability
depends on the direction through the Ta2O5 potential barrier.
For further studies it could be interesting to dose also water with different
oxygen isotopes (for instance 18O) in order to prove the exchange of oxygen
atoms within the water–hydroxy mixed phases on the platinum surface.
4.1.1.3 CH3OH
Further TPD experiments were performed with alcohols in order to study the
chemical specificity of the observed charging processes, because alcohols also
form bonds with the Pt surface via the oxygen lone-pair of the hydroxy group
and might contribute to hydrogen bonding networks.
At ⇡ 65K vapor of methanol (AR grade) was dosed from a glass vial
through a leak valve into the UHV chamber where it adsorbed on the Pt top
electrode of the used MIM device. Simultaneously, the device current was
monitored. Analogous to H2O and D2O, the adsorption of CH3OH caused pos-
itive device current peaks. Again, rapid increases of the device current were
detected but even for huge dosages up to 85 L the current did not increase
above ⇡ 0.8 nA. Also these current peaks decreased exponentially (negative
exponent) while the pressure inside the chamber was held constant and small
dosages below 1L caused small current increases that were nearly constant un-
til the first monolayer was established. Even at pressures up to 1⇥ 10 5 mbar
much smaller current peaks were observed for methanol adsorption compared
to experiments with H2O or D2O. Again, a small increase in current with clos-
ing the leak valve was measured. Overall, the detected current signal changes
were comparable to the adsorption experiments with H2O and D2O but much
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smaller.
Analogously to the TPD experiments with H2O and D2O a voltage of 8.5V
was applied across the ITO backside film in order to heat the sample. Tem-
perature desorption spectra were recorded using the quadrupole mass ana-
lyzer. Desorbing methanol or fragments of methanol were ionized using an
ion source voltage of 68.7V and mass 31 u was detected. Again, the sample
was cooled for 5min between each TPD experiment and the next dosing of
CH3OH vapor. Another 5min were spent after each adsorption cycle in order
to pump the vacuum system down to the base pressure of ⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar.
In good agreement with TPD spectra from crystalline platinum surfaces, two
desorption peaks at temperatures of ⇡ 155K and ⇡ 185K were observed (see
figure 4.7): a low temperature peak (a) associated with multilayer desorption
and a high temperature peak (b) associated with desorption of chemisorbed
methanol. Two additional broad features (g and d) for high dosages above 50L
were observed in the temperature range of ⇡ 240–250K and ⇡ 280–320K.
Again, the device current was monitored during the TPD experiments.
With increasing dosages also for methanol desorption dips in the device cur-
rent were observed. However, the device current decreases were much weaker
than for comparable dosages in H2O and D2O desorption experiments. The
observed dips exhibited minima at ⇡ 250K for submonolayer dosages that
shifted to lower temperatures for higher dosages but stagnated at ⇡ 220K for
dosages above ⇡ 20 L.
Again, the recorded desorption device currents were integrated over time
from t = 0 s to t = 50 s in order to obtain the desorption charges Qdes. There-
fore, the baseline current was subtracted and the calculated charges were mul-
tiplied with  1 to obtain positive charges. Also the positive device currents
observed during CH3OH adsorption were integrated over the time of ad-
sorption in order to obtain the adsorption charges Qads. Again a double
negative-exponential fit function (purple) could describe the increase of the
sorption charges with dosage and reaching the saturation plateau (see figure
4.8). As expected, the integrated QMS signals scaled linearly (green) with
dosage. In the case of methanol the observed sorption charges increased mod-
erately with dosage and the saturation plateau was reached at much higher
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Figure 4.7: TPD spectra of CH3OH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 31 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
dosages (D ⇡ 20 L) compared to H2O and D2O.
Therewith, also the reversibility of adsorption and desorption processes for
methanol on the Pt top electrode was proven. However, due to the faint device
current changes in the course of adsorption and desorption the analysis in the
case of methanol entailed a certain inaccuracy.
4.1.1.4 CH3CH2OH
Also vapor of ethanol (AR grade) was dosed from a glass vial into the UHV
chamber onto the platinum top electrode at ⇡ 65K while the device current
was monitored. Again, the device current increased due to the adsorption
process—but much smaller in magnitude compared to methanol even at higher
dosages. Furthermore, it was observed that the increased currents also de-
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Figure 4.8: Absolute values of the CH3OH adsorption charges Qads (dark blue) and the
CH3OH desorption charges Qdes (light blue) and the integrated QMS signals (green)
plotted against the corresponding dosages D: the reversible charges due to adsorption
and desorption processes reached a saturation at D ⇡ 20 L while the integrated QMS
signals scaled linearly with the dosage.
creased below the initial current baseline. Again, the current increased as a
result of closing the leak valve and terminating the dosing process. After dos-
ing, the initial baseline of the device current was established again.
TPD experiments were carried out by applying a voltage of 8.5V across
the ITO film in order to heat the sample. Desorbing ethanol or fragments of
ethanol were ionized in the QMS ion source using a voltage of 68.7V and mass
31 u was detected, because for ethanol the most dominant signal is expected
for that mass.
Again, the sample was cooled 5min before and 5min after each TPD ex-
periment in order to cool down for adsorption and reach the base pressure of
⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar to start the next TPD cycle. In good agreement with ethanol
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TPD spectra from crystalline platinum surfaces, two desorption peaks were
observed: a low temperature peak (a) associated with multilayer desorption
at ⇡ 160K and a high temperature peak (b) associated with monolayer des-
orption at ⇡ 188K (see figure 4.9). Two additional broad features (g and d)
for high dosages above D = 100 L were observed in the temperature range of
⇡ 240–250K and ⇡ 300–320K.
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Figure 4.9: TPD spectra of CH3CH2OH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 31 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
Only faint dips in the monitored device currents were observed for ethanol
desorbing from the platinum top electrode at temperatures between ⇡ 220–
270K (weak even for dosages up to 120L). Steric effects could explain the
weaker dips in the device currents for ethanol compared to methanol. Here, the
increased size of the participating molecules (the longer carbon chain) possibly
hampered the interaction of the hydroxy group with the platinum surface.
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4.1.1.5 (CH3)2CHOH
In order to prove the assumption that steric effects hamper the O–Pt inter-
action in the course of desorption and adsorption of alcohols, also vapor of
isopropyl alcohol (AR grade) was dosed onto the platinum top electrode at
⇡ 65K. The device current increased slightly due to the adsorption process,
but again much smaller in magnitude compared to the other studied alcohols.
Not even dosages of D = 225 L caused clear device current peaks. Also the
peaks that resulted from closing the leak valve and terminating the dosing
process could not be observed here.
TPD experiments were carried out by applying a voltage of 8.5V across
the ITO film in order to heat the sample. Desorbing molecules or fragments
of isopropyl alcohol were ionized using an ion source voltage of 68.7V and
mass 45 u was detected. Again two peaks were observed in the TPD spectra
that represent physisorbed multilayers and a chemisorbed monolayer on the Pt
surface. In good agreement with TPD spectra of isopropyl alcohol desorbing
from crystalline platinum surfaces, a low temperature desorption peak (a) at
⇡ 155K and a high temperature desorption peak (b) at ⇡ 190K were observed
(see figure 4.10). An additional peak (g) for high dosages of D = 225 L was
observed at ⇡ 290K.
The late (or high temperature) desorption features (g and d) were also ob-
served in the thermal desorption spectra carried out for methanol and ethanol
by detecting mass 31 u (see figures 4.7 and 4.9). These TPD experiments and the
performed isopropyl alcohol TPD experiment had in common that the masses
used for detection (31 u and 45u) correspond to molecule fragments that in-
clude H. By design these TPD measurements were blind to produced CO2,
CO, or any other species lighter than the detected masses. Thus, the g and d
desorption features were attributed to the desorption of more strongly bound
alcoholates.
Nearly no dips were observed in the monitored device currents during the
desorption of isopropyl alcohol from the platinum top electrode (not even for
huge dosages up to D = 225 L). Thus, the assumption that steric effects ham-
per the interaction of the hydroxy group with the platinum surface is highly
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Figure 4.10: TPD spectra of (CH3)2CHOH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 45 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
plausible.
4.1.1.6 NH3
As another small molecule that might participate in hydrogen bonding net-
works on platinum surfaces, ammonia was studied in adsorption and desorp-
tion experiments. For this purpose, ammonia (3.8, 99.98%) was dosed from
a steel gas cylinder through a leak valve into the UHV chamber where it ad-
sorbed on the Pt top electrode of the nanodevice. Simultaneously, the device
current was monitored.
As a result of the adsorption process peaks to positive currents were de-
tected (see figure 4.11). Sharp peaks up to ⇡ 0.35 nA were caused by dosages
of D = 80 L and decreased exponentially (negative exponent) also below the
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initial baseline of the device current. For smaller dosages below 7.5 L this cur-
rent compensation was not observed. After closing the leak valve again the
device current returned to the initial baseline. Here, no peaks to positive cur-
rent values were observed due to closing the valve.
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Figure 4.11: Response of the MIM device current to NH3 adsorption on the Pt top
electrode: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak valve was opened, at t ⇡ 17–20 s the valve was closed
again.
TPD experiments were performed by applying a voltage of 9.5V across the
ITO backside film. Desorbing ammonia was ionized using an ion source volt-
age of 68.7V and mass 16 u was detected. The thermal desorption spectra
showed a broad culmination of various desorption peaks (see figure 4.12). In
fairly good agreement with studies of NH3 desorbing from Pt(111) surfaces
the most dominant features in the spectra were observed at ⇡ 160–190K (a),
⇡ 200–240K (b), and ⇡ 280–310K (g) for dosages of D = 200 L. For higher
dosages up to D = 375 L these peaks shifted slightly, broadened up, and es-
pecially the a desorption feature increased. For lower dosages up to 75 L the a
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desorption feature was not observed.
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Figure 4.12: TPD spectra of NH3 from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device recorded
at mass 16 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents (top)
The monitored device currents decreased directly after surface tempera-
tures of 100K were reached with increasing desorption fluxes. These observed
dips seemed already saturated with dosages around 75L. However, after 200K
was reached the device currents increased above the initial baseline in case of
high dosages and peaks were observed that shifted to lower temperatures with
increasing dosage. For D = 500 L a peak maximum at ⇡ 260K was observed.
In a control experiment without NH3 dosage the monitored device current
remained on the initial baseline.
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4.1.1.7 HCOOH
In order to clarify the role of proton donation and acceptance in the course of
adsorption and desorption and due to the tendency to form extensive hydro-
gen bonding networks, the vapor of formic acid (98%, AR grade) was dosed
from a glass vial through a leak valve into the UHV chamber as well.
Compared to alcohols, the device current was very sensitive to the adsorp-
tion of formic acid and decreased rapidly with dosing (down to ⇡  0.8 nA
for D = 3.75 L). While the pressure inside the chamber was held constant the
current rose back exponentially (negative exponent, see figure 4.13). Dosages
smaller than ⇡ 1 L caused small current decreases. It was observed again
that closing the leak valve caused an increase of the device current that scaled
with the dosage and decreased exponentially (negative exponent). For small
dosages up to D = 1.5 L this increase with closing the valve was not observed.
Thermal desorption experiments were performed analogously to the pre-
vious TPD experiments. Voltages in the range of 8–9V were applied across
the ITO backside film in order to heat the sample and temperature desorption
spectra were recorded using the quadrupole mass analyzer. Desorbing frag-
ments of formic acid or intact formic acid molecules were ionized using an ion
source voltage of 68.7V and mass 28 u, mass 29 u, or mass 44 u (CO, HCO,
or CO2) were detected. Between each TPD experiment and the next dosing
of formic acid vapor, the sample was cooled for 5min. Another 5min were
spent after each adsorption cycle in order to pump the vacuum system back to
a base pressure of ⇡ 2⇥ 10 10 mbar. Non-linear temperature ramps compa-
rable to the previously discussed TPD experiments with water, alcohols, and
ammonia were carried out. Thermal desorption spectra were obtained that are
in good agreement with spectra of formic acid desorbing from platinum single
crystal surfaces (see figures 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17).
For high exposures multilayer desorption features (a) with zero-order des-
orption kinetics were observed at ⇡ 155K and attributed to the desorption
of dimers and oligomers of formic acid. In a high-resolution TPD spectrum
with a moderate heating rate (see figure 4.14) also an additional small shoul-
der was visible and a1 and a2 could be distinguished—possibly a distinction
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Figure 4.13: Response of the MIM device current to HCOOH adsorption on the Pt top
electrode: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak valve was opened, at t ⇡ 11–16 s the valve was closed
again.
between oligomers (HCOOH)n and dimers (HCOOH)2. At ⇡ 170K another
desorption feature (b) was observed that could be explained by dimer desorp-
tion of formic acid as well. A broader desorption feature (g) at ⇡ 180–200K
was observed and attributed to the desorption of formic acid monomers. De-
pendent on the sensitivity of the mass analyzer, an additional desorption peak
at ⇡ 185K was visible (see figure 4.14) and the monomer desorption feature
could be distinguished by g1 and g2. Another broad desorption feature (d)
was observed in the temperature range of 220–260K and was attributed to the
desorption of HCOOH produced by the surface-catalyzed reaction of formate
with adsorbed hydrogen atoms. At ⇡ 315K another small desorption peak (e)
was observed for the highest exposures. An increased heating ramp (using an
increased voltage of 8.5V across the ITO film) caused a more pronounced d
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Figure 4.14: TPD spectra of HCOOH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 29 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
desorption feature and a further increase of the QMS signal above 350K even
for an exposure of D = 0.4 L (see figure 4.15). An immediate repetition of the
experiment revealed that the desorption features seen above 300K were not
observable anymore. Thus, it was assumed that surrounding adsorbates that
had not been desorbed already in the previous experiment contributed to the
detected QMS signals here. In addition, residual oxygen possibly contributed
and was consumed in the course of further experiments.
In order to study the decomposition of formic acid over platinum, addi-
tional TPD experiments were performed by detecting masses of possible de-
composition products: CO at mass 28 u and CO2 at mass 44 u (see figures
4.16 and 4.17). For all obtained spectra the desorption features a–d could be
assigned. The e desorption feature was more pronounced in the mass 44 u
signal—but also here difficult to identify. Therefore, it can safely be assumed
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Figure 4.15: TPD spectra of HCOOH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 44 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top): an increased voltage across the ITO film resulted in a pronounced desorption
feature above 300K in the first spectrum.
that the high temperature decomposition of formate to carbon dioxide is a
minor reaction channel, especially at higher coverages in absence of adsorbed
oxygen atoms. With increasing voltage across the ITO film from 8V (figure
4.14), to 8.5V (figure 4.15), to 9V (figures 4.16 and 4.17) a slight shift of the
g desorption feature representing monomer desorption from ⇡ 180K up to
200K was observed. This was attributed to the increased heating rate. No
CO or CO2 fragments contributed to the obtained spectra at mass 29 u due to
the absence of an additional H atom and if isotopes of C and O are neglected.
Thus, the detected QMS signal at mass 29 u was attributed to non-decomposed
and intact molecules of HCOOH that were cracked by the QMS ion source.
In turn, non-decomposed formic acid was expected to contribute to the spec-
tra obtained for 28 u and 44u. The presence of dominant oligomer and dimer
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Figure 4.16: TPD spectra of HCOOH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 44 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
peaks (a and b) in all spectra suggests that.
T [K] Reactants Desorbing product(s) Desorption feature
140–150 a-HCOOH(a) (HCOOH)n(g) a1
150–160 b-HCOOH(a) (HCOOH)2(g) a2
170–180 b-HCOOH(a) (HCOOH)2(g) b
165–185 2HCOO(a) CO2(g) b–g for 44 u and 28u
180–200 HCOO(a) + H(a) HCOOH(g) g
250 2HCOO(a) HCOOH(g) + CO2(g) d
315 2HCOO(a) HCOOH(g) + CO2(g) e
Table 4.1: HCOOH thermal desorption features and assigned surface reactions
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Figure 4.17: TPD spectra of HCOOH from the Pt top electrode of the MIM device
recorded at mass 28 u (bottom) and the simultaneously monitored device currents
(top)
CO2 was expected to contribute to the spectra obtained at mass 44 u (and
as a fragment from cracking also at mass 28 u) in small amounts in the temper-
ature range of 165–185K due to the minor decomposition pathways according
to reaction 2.43 and more pronounced in the temperature range of 250–315K
due to the formate decomposition according to reaction 2.45. However, in all
spectra at mass 44 u and mass 28 u the most dominant desorption features were
observed below 250K (even for small exposures). Thus, it could be assumed
that either the decomposition of formic acid predominantly followed the low
temperature reaction pathways or that the decomposition was a marginal pro-
cess here. The observed desorption features and the assigned surface reactions
are summarized in table 4.1. A comparison of TPD spectra of similar expo-
sures (for instance D = 3.75 L) at mass 29 u and mass 44 u (see figures 4.14 and
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4.15) revealed that the oligomer and dimer desorption features a–b were (apart
from the different QMS sensitivity and the slightly lower heating rate) more
pronounced at mass 29 u. In turn, it seemed that at mass 44 u the QMS signal
intensity in the temperature range of 165–220K was more dominant compared
to the a desorption feature(s). This was attributed to desorbing CO2 that was
produced in low temperature decomposition reactions and contributed to the
QMS signal exclusively at 44 u.
In contrast to TPD experiments with water and alcohols, the device cur-
rents monitored during the HCOOH thermal desorption experiments exhib-
ited peaks to more positive current values. These device current variations
scaled with dosage and the peak maxima shifted slightly to lower tempera-
tures with increasing dosage. It seemed that the peak temperature shifted to
higher values with increasing heating rate but after closer comparison and con-
sidering more experiment cycles it could be confirmed that the observed peak
temperature somehow varied in the range of 185–200K. In retrospect, a sig-
nificant increase in the resistivity of the ITO was recognized that changed the
heating rate slightly. Therewith, the peak shift to lower temperatures despite
using the same voltages across the ITO for continuous experiments was under-
standable and the assumption remained that the observed peak temperatures
scaled with the heating rate. Furthermore, it was observed that for higher
dosages the device current decreased or increased at temperatures above 350K
and an increasing signal noise was noticeable. This effect seemed to scale with
dosage as well but was attributed to instability of the device current signal and
leakage currents as a result of the increasing temperature.
This effect was also recognized when changing the bias voltage between the
MIM electrodes to Ubias = 10mV for formic acid thermal desorption experi-
ments, motivated to amplify the detected device current peaks in the course
of formic acid desorption and/or decomposition (see figure 4.18). Indeed, be-
sides starting from a much higher device current baseline of 1.3 nA the current
increased up to 1.6 nA at a surface temperature of T = 185K. This temper-
ature was observed for the device current peak maxima in previous desorp-
tion experiments with an applied voltage of 9V across the ITO as well (see
figure 4.17). However, after reaching the maximum the current did not de-
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crease again but increased further—presumably due to leakage currents as a
result of the increasing temperature. The saddle point at ⇡ 200K could be
attributed to a compensation of the chemically induced device current by the
leakage currents. For comparison, the monitored device current of a TPD ex-
periment using the same parameter settings but without an applied bias volt-
age (Ubias = 0mV) was offset to the same current baseline and displayed in
figure 4.18. Both devices currents reached a maximum at T = 200K but the
voltage assisted device current increased earlier—more precisely: at a lower
temperature. It could be noted, that a bias voltage of Ubias = 10mV allowed
for the amplification of the observed device current peaks due to the formic
acid desorption/decomposition.
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Figure 4.18: HCOOH thermal desorption spectrum (green) and simultaneously mon-
itored device current with an applied bias voltage of Ubias = 10mV (blue) and an
applied bias voltage of Ubias = 0mV (dark gray, offset for comparison)
Certainly, changes in the configuration of the adsorbed HCOOH modifi-
cations (for instance a-HCOOH(a)   ! b-HCOOH(a) or deprotonation reac-
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tions and changes from monodentate formate to bidentate formate and vice
versa) occurred during each TPD experiment and caused different desorption
features in the obtained spectra. Thus, changes in the surface potential of the
platinum film due to bond formation and/or bond cleavage could be assumed.
Here, device current increases were measured that could be assigned to a de-
creased electron density that was compensated by providing an electron flow
toward the platinum electrode from the potentiostat in order to maintain the
constant bias voltage. Due to the fact that the decomposition of formic acid
over platinum is an exothermic reaction and produced carbon dioxide could
desorb from the surface without establishing a vibrational equilibrium (com-
parable to reaction pathways in the carbon monoxide oxidation over platinum)
non-adiabatic effects could neither be excluded here. In that case, also in-
duced hot charge carriers could have tunneled through the Ta2O5 barrier and
contributed to the detected device currents. Comparable to the detected de-
vice current changes due to H2O ad- and desorption, signs of saturation with
increasing coverage were observed here (see figure 4.19). In addition, the ab-
solute values of the ad- and desorption charges were comparable for similar
exposures
The fact that the device current increased at temperatures of ⇡ 155K and
reached a maximum within the temperature range of the low temperature de-
composition reaction of 180–200K could suggest that the decomposition of
monodentate formate into carbon dioxide and adsorbed atomic hydrogen or
the decomposition of two monodentate species into carbon dioxide and ad-
sorbed formic acid caused the device current increase. The reaction of ad-
sorbed atomic hydrogen with formate to produce formic acid at 200K should
be considered as well.
4.1.2 Adsorption experiments at normal temperature
In addition, adsorption experiments at normal temperature and higher gas
exposures were carried out in order to study the device current response to
pure gases, vapors, and gas–vapor mixtures. For this purpose, gases were
dosed from gas cans: H2 (5.0), O2 (5.0), Ar (5.0), and CO2 (4.5); or steel gas
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Figure 4.19: Absolute values of the HCOOH adsorption charges Qads (dark blue) and
the HCOOH desorption charges Qdes (light blue) plotted against the corresponding
dosages D: the reversible charges due to adsorption and desorption processes reached
a saturation at D ⇡ 4–6 L.
cylinders: NH3 (3.8) and CO (4.7). The vapor of H2O (purified using a Merck
Millipore Simplicity water purification system) was dosed from a glass vial
through a leak valve into the UHV chamber. Simultaneously, the device current
was monitored.
It was observed that the adsorption of gases or vapors caused negative
device currents, regardless of the chemical properties of the dosed species if
pressures above p = 5⇥ 10 5 mbar were reached inside the UHV chamber
and monitored using the AML Bayard–Alpert ionization gauge. This was at-
tributed to the ionization of the dosed gases or vapors in the hot filament of
the ionization gauge: adsorbing positive charged molecules caused an elec-
tron flow toward the platinum electrode from the potentiostat in order to keep
the MIM device at a constant bias voltage. Therefore the AML Bayard–Alpert
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ionization gauge was switched off during the high pressure adsorption experi-
ments and the Leybold Vacuum IONIVAC ITR 90 combination gauge that was
separated from the main chamber by a copper shield was used instead. The
pressures measured with the ionization gauge were corrected using gas correc-
tion factors. At normal temperature no internal (vertical) or lateral temperature
gradients were expected due to thermal bridges in the course of the gas/vapor
exposures (that should be considered for gas/vapor–nanodevice interactions
at pressures above 1⇥ 10 3 mbar according to [104]) and all device current
changes were attributed to surface potential changes of the top platinum elec-
trode in the course of adsorption, dissociation, and/or recombination of the
dosed gases and vapors and/or reaction with pre-adsorbed species. In case
of current increases toward more positive current values, possibly also non-
adiabatic effects contributed.
Different device current responses were observed:
The device current decreased rapidly down to  5.5 nA due to the expo-
sure to H2 pressures up to 4.6⇥ 10 6 mbar and relaxed back to the initial
baseline with decreasing pressure.
After a small increase to more positive current values the device current
decreased rapidly by about 3 nA due to the exposure to NH3 pressures up
to 1.3⇥ 10 5 mbar and (even at constantly high pressures) increased ex-
ponentially (negative exponent) back to the current baseline (and slightly
above for higher dosages as well for a limited time).
The device current increased rapidly by about 1.4 nA due to the exposure
to H2O pressures up to 5.5⇥ 10 8 mbar, decreased exponentially (nega-
tive exponent) back to the current baseline (even at still increasing pres-
sures). Closing the leak valve in order to terminate the exposure caused
a rapid decrease of the device current below the baseline that increased
exponentially (negative exponent) back to the current baseline.
The device current increased moderately by about 0.5 nA due to the ex-
posure to CO pressures up to 2⇥ 10 5 mbar and saturation effects were
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observed as even increased CO pressures caused only faint increases in
following experiments.
The device current increased by about 2.3 nA due to the exposure to O2
pressures up to 8⇥ 10 6 mbar and relaxed back to the initial baseline
(and slightly below as well for a limited time) with decreasing pressure.
The device current faintly increased by about 0.11 nA due to the expo-
sure to Ar pressures up to 6.5⇥ 10 6 mbar and relaxed back to the initial
baseline (and slightly below as well for a limited time) with decreasing
pressure.
The device current faintly increased by about 0.13 nA due to the exposure
to CO2 pressures up to 4.2⇥ 10 6 mbar and relaxed back to the initial
baseline (and slightly below as well for a limited time) with decreasing
pressure.
Faint oscillation in the device current were observed even for Ar and CO2 ex-
posures that were attributed to rearrangements of the pre-adsorbed surface
constellations due to the gas molecules impact. Furthermore, it was observed
that closing the leak valve led to device current modifications. In the case of
H2O a rapid drop of the device current was observed due to closing the leak
valve (see figure 4.20). In contrast, for H2O adsorption experiments carried
out at T = 65K an increase in the device current resulted from closing the
valve. Both current modifications relaxed back exponentially (negative expo-
nent) to the initial current baseline. The different temperature in both cases
should be considered in order to explain the opposite direction of the current
response. At 65K the vast majority of the H2O molecules condensed on the
Pt electrode. At normal temperature an equilibrium between desorption and
adsorption was established and closing the leak valve shifted the equilibrium
toward desorption. Therewith, the observed device current drop could validate
the measured device current drops that were measured in the course of H2O
thermal desorption experiments. The current increase due to the termination
of the H2O exposure at 65K could be explained by an equilibrium of molecule
sticking on top of multilayers and the abrading of loosely bound molecules
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from multilayers due to the impacts of approaching molecules: by terminat-
ing the H2O feed abrading was canceled out and the equilibrium was shifted
abruptly to adsorption. The observation of this current increase exclusively
for high exposures and the scaling of the effect with exposure supported this
assumption.
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Figure 4.20: Increase of the MIM device current (dark gray) due to H2O exposure: at
t ⇡ 6 s the leak valve was opened, at t ⇡ 14 s the valve was closed again.
Furthermore, it was observed that pre-adsorbed oxygen intensified the de-
vice current decrease due to the exposure to H2 (see figure 4.21). Here, a
corrected pressure of p = 1.1⇥ 10 4 mbar caused a temporary decrease of the
device current of ⇡ 2.9 nA. In case of pre-adsorbed O2 (saturation coverage)
even a slightly lower corrected pressure of p = 1⇥ 10 4 mbar caused a tem-
porary decrease of ⇡ 5.3 nA. In both experiments the current minimum was
observed at t ⇡ 12 s. For lower pressures the observed current minima ap-
peared later. For all pressures the device current decreased shortly after the
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leak valve was opened in order to initiate the exposure at t ⇡ 7 s and relaxed
back exponentially (negative exponent) to the initial baseline within 30–35 s.
Faint increases above the current baseline were observed for higher exposures.
Abstraction reactions possibly resulted after H2 dissociated on the platinum
surface and O–Pt bonds were cleaved. Electron density in the Pt electrode in-
creased in this case and an electron flow from the potentiostat was provided in
order to maintain the constant bias voltage between the two MIM electrodes.
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Figure 4.21: Decrease of the MIM device current due to H2 exposure at normal temper-
ature: at t ⇡ 7 s the leak valve was opened, pre-adsorbing O2 intensified the decrease.
It could be noted, that the exposure to H2 caused the most drastic de-
crease of the monitored device currents and significant increases in the device
currents were observed for the exposure to H2O and O2. In order to study
possible surface-catalyzed reactions of these molecules (for instance the water
formation reaction or the formation and modification of water–hydroxy mixed
phases) different gas/vapor mixtures of H2 + O2 and H2O +H2 were prepared
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in the steel vessel reservoir and dosed through the leak valve into the main
vacuum chamber onto the Pt electrode. Simultaneously, the device current
was monitored.
Dosing a mixture of H2 + O2 (pH2 ⇡ 25mbar and pO2 ⇡ 25mbar in the gas
inlet system) resulted in a corrected pressure of p = 3.7⇥ 10 7 mbar in the
main chamber (see figure 4.22). This exposure caused a broad device current
drop of ⇡ 0.2 nA over a period of Dt ⇡ 40 s and a faintly discernible increase of
the device current (rather a delay of the decrease) during the first 4 s after the
leak valve was opened at t ⇡ 5 s. Dosing a mixture of H2 + 3O2 (pH2 ⇡ 25mbar
and pO2 ⇡ 75mbar in the gas inlet system) resulted in a corrected pressure of
p = 1⇥ 10 6 mbar in the main chamber. This exposure caused a significant
increase of the device current by 0.08 nA immediately after opening the leak
valve with a peak maximum at t ⇡ 6.5 s and a decrease afterward down to
0.37 nA below the initial device current baseline. A current minimum was ob-
served at t ⇡ 22.2 s. Subsequently, the device current relaxed back to the initial
baseline. Dosing a mixture of H2 + 4O2 (pH2 ⇡ 25mbar and pO2 ⇡ 100mbar
in the gas inlet system) resulted in a corrected pressure of p = 1.6⇥ 10 6 mbar
in the main chamber. This exposure caused a large initial increase of the de-
vice current (DI ⇡ 0.15 nA) at t ⇡ 6.5 s, but a large decrease afterward as well:
at t ⇡ 20 s a minimum of ⇡ 0.82 nA was observed that increased back to the
initial current baseline.
It could be noted, that increasing the partial pressure of oxygen in the H2 +
O2 mixture intensified the initial device current peak. The broad current drop
afterward could be caused by the presence of H2. Comparable pressures of
pure H2 caused similar drops (see figure 4.21). Also, the relaxation to the
current baseline proceeded analogously to experiments with pure H2.
Dosing a mixture of H2 + H2O (pH2 ⇡ 25mbar and pH2O ⇡ 25mbar in
the gas inlet system) resulted in a corrected pressure of p = 3⇥ 10 7 mbar in
the main chamber (see figure 4.23). This exposure caused a slight initial peak
of the device current of 0.2 nA with a maximum at t ⇡ 6.4 s that exponen-
tially decayed afterward over a long period and reached a current minimum
of 0.2 nA below the current baseline at t ⇡ 23.2 s. Subsequently, the device
current increased slowly back to the initial current baseline. Dosing a mixture
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Figure 4.22: MIM device current response to H2 + O2 exposures: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak
valve was opened.
of H2 + 2H2O (pH2 ⇡ 25mbar and pH2O ⇡ 50mbar in the gas inlet system)
resulted in a corrected pressure of p = 2.5⇥ 10 6 mbar in the main chamber.
This exposure caused more drastic current responses: an initial current max-
imum was observed at t ⇡ 6.1 s with an amplitude of 0.3 nA and a current
drop of 1.1 nA below the current baseline at t ⇡ 12.5 s. Dosing a mixture of
H2 + 4H2O (pH2 ⇡ 100mbar and pH2O ⇡ 25mbar in the gas inlet system) re-
sulted in a corrected pressure of p = 2⇥ 10 5 mbar in the main chamber. This
exposure caused a sharp peak with an amplitude of 3.6 nA—rapidly increas-
ing with opening the leak valve at t ⇡ 5 s. An intense current drop of 2.6 nA
below the current baseline with a current minimum at t ⇡ 11 s was observed
that increased exponentially (negative exponent) back to the current baseline
afterward.
Again, the device current drops were attributed to the strong influence of
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Figure 4.23: MIM device current response to H2 + H2O exposures: at t ⇡ 5 s the leak
valve was opened.
H2. The initial current peaks could be caused by the presence of H2O and
possibly increased with pressure during exposure and unlikely due to inter-
actions of H2 + H2O. However, the device current responded faster to the
exposure to H2O and O2, respectively. Apart from the observed initial current
peaks the overall appearance of the obtained device current responses were
dominated by H2. Possibly dissociated H2 caused surface reconstructions and
migrated into the platinum to occupy sub-surface sites. Also sub-surface diffu-
sion of migrated hydrogen could have occurred. [105] Solely surface potential
changes were attributed to the measured negative currents. Here, an increase
of the electron density of the platinum top electrode could be assumed and
an electron flow toward the potentiostat resulted in order to maintain the con-
stant bias voltage between the MIM electrodes. Changes of the electric charge
distribution or the polarization of the platinum film due to the incorporation
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of hydrogen into the platinum could explain the decrease of the device cur-
rent. [63] Considering the huge pressures during the exposure experiments,
relatively small device current increases were detected due to the exposure to
O2 or H2O. Comparable peak amplitudes were observed as a result of the
decomposition/desorption of formic acid.
In the course of H2 adsorption experiments it was observed that the resis-
tance of the used ITO films increased reversibly as a result of H2 exposure. The
reversal of this increase of resistance was monitored over a period of ⇡ 300 h
(see figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.24: Reversal of the ITO resistance increase caused by H2 exposure
During sputter deposition ITO is known for changing its electrical resistivity
due to the gradual reduction of the oxygen content with changing hydrogen
concentrations and due to hydrogen incorporation. Here, a lower resistivity of
the ITO film represents oxygen vacancies while a higher resistivity represents
the migration of interstitial hydrogen. In the course of performed H2 adsorp-
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tion experiments, hydrogen atoms were incorporated into the solid ITO film
and occupied interstitial sites in the crystalline structure. Theses residing hy-
drogen atoms formed hydroxy bonds that acted as scattering centers for charge
carriers—and caused the ITO film resistance to increase. [106, 107]
Also the dosing of formic acid possibly damaged the ITO film: it was ob-
served, that after a cycle of HCOOH adsorbing and desorbing experiments the
ITO film resistance increased irreversible. It was assumed that HCOOH re-
moved partly the deposited ITO film according to the discussed susceptibility
of ITO toward acids.
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5 Discussion
The aim of this research was to identify non-adiabatic contributions in the
course of surface-catalyzed reactions on platinum. Temperature programmed
desorption experiments were carried out in the temperature range of 60–400K
in order to study the adsorption, the recombination, the decomposition, and
the desorption of various species on the Pt top electrode of MIM chemoelec-
tronic nanodiodes. A suitable method of temperature measurement was de-
veloped, calibrated, and applied that allowed for an in-situ temperature mea-
surement with the MIM nanodiode. Therewith, exclusively the temperature
of the MIM sandwich structure was measured. For the first time, temperature
programmed desorption experiments from chemoelectronic nanodiodes were
performed while simultaneously the device current was monitored. Significant
MIM device current responses were detected due to sorption processes of H2O,
D2O, methanol and formic acid: the monitored device current responded with
drops to more negative current values or rises to more positive current values.
In the case of H2O and D2O adsorption and desorption dynamics the de-
vice current responded with drops to more negative current values or rises to
more positive current values (negative in case of desorption and positive in
case of adsorption). These device current changes were identified as reversible
processes that were significant up to the first four monolayers but reached a
saturation above six monolayers. For alcohols this effect was much weaker and
fainted for alcohols with longer carbon chains—or more precisely a smaller
OH : C ratio. It was suggested that the formation and the decomposition of
hydrogen bonding networks on the platinum surface and the incorporation of
pre-adsorbed oxygen caused the observed charges.
The adsorption of H2O leads to the protonation of pre-adsorbed oxygen
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atoms according to reaction 2.23. The formed hydroxy species are subsequently
stabilized in a hydrogen bonding network of water overlayers. With the most
stable H2O : OH ratio of 2 : 1 this proceeds as:
5H2O(a) +O(a)   ! 2OH(a) + 4H2O(a) . (5.1)
As OH incorporated into the hydrogen bonding network is less strongly bound
to the platinum surface than atomic oxygen, electron density is transferred
from the Pt toward the overlayer structure in case of H2O adsorption onto the
oxygen covered surface. With increasing temperature the overlayer structure
decomposes, water desorbs, and OH is deprotonated again. The reformation of
strong O–Pt bonds results in an increase of the electron density of the platinum
film. In case of desorption the potentiostat collects an electron flow from the
platinum. In case of adsorption the potentiostat provides an electron flow
toward the platinum (see figure 5.1).
Pt
Ta2O5 
Tapotentiostat
O O
H
e–
positive device current
e–
negative device current
sorption charge transfer
Figure 5.1: Measured device currents due to sorption charge transfer: positive device
currents in case of an electron flow from the potentiostat toward the Pt film, negative
device currents in case of an electron flow from the Pt film toward the potentiostat.
Corresponding to the saturation coverage (⇡ 0.25ML) of atomic oxygen
on Pt(111) presumably one quarter of the participating surface sites were pre-
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occupied with O. In order to protonate all pre-adsorbed atomic oxygen also
0.25ML of H2O was needed. In order to stabilize the formed 0.5ML of OH
species another monolayer of H2O was required. The linear increase of the
observed charges due to H2O or D2O desorption and adsorption (see figures
4.3, 4.3, 4.2, and also 4.5) up to exposures of ⇡ 1–2 L supported this hypothesis.
The polycrystalline nature of the platinum film could be responsible for the
fact that the charges increased until exposures of ⇡ 6 L. Presumably higher
amounts of oxygen atoms were adsorbed on the surface due to a non-planar
and rougher surface constitution with terraces of different crystal structures
and more kinks and steps. A decreasing sticking probability or inaccuracies
in the pressure measurement could be discussed here as well but the obtained
TPD spectra confirm the assigned exposures.
The Pt(111) surface (thermodynamically the most stable face) exhibits a sur-
face atom number density of 1.5⇥ 1015 cm 2. For a polycrystalline platinum
surface this number is expected to be smaller and a reasonable approximation
would be 1.25⇥ 1015 cm 2. As the prepared MIM cross junction had an area
of ⇡ 0.12 cm2 around 1.5⇥ 1014 Pt atoms participated in the surface dynamics.
If each of these Pt atoms picked up or lost an electron a theoretical charge
transfer of Q ⇡ ±24 µC would have resulted. [108] Even higher charges could
have resulted if the whole platinum film and not only the platinum of the MIM
cross junction interacted with adsorbed species in adsorption and desorption
processes. In the course of this work reversible charges of ⇡ 1–10 nC (and
therewith three orders of magnitude less than theoretically possible) due to
desorption and adsorption processes were measured. Presumably, not all Pt
surface atoms were involved and only fractions of charges were induced. Nev-
ertheless, the used MIM devices enabled the detection of these process induced
charges.
Despite the fact that the performed backside heating still resulted in tem-
perature gradients on the MIM surface, the obtained TPD spectra were in
excellent agreement with spectra from literature. Thus, the developed tem-
perature measurement in combination with the developed localized heating
method was not only applicable and reproducible but also accurate—and cer-
tainly suitable for nanodevices.
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In the case of HCOOH TPD experiments an oxygen-free platinum surface
was prepared by each initial HCOOH exposure. Pre-adsorbed oxygen was
irretrievably consumed by the HCOOH decomposition reactions—and pre-
sumably was consumed within each initial formic acid TPD. The fact that
the obtained TPD spectra were in good agreement with TPD spectra reported
for clean Pt(111) surfaces supported this assumption as well. As condensed
formic acid was expected to form an almost endless network of hydrogen-
bonded formic acid molecules, similar device current charges to experiments
with H2O or D2O could have resulted in the case of formation and decompo-
sition of this network. However, the measured changes of the device current
were different to the H2O and D2O experiments in sign and intensity. Thus, a
different process in the course of formic acid desorption/decomposition was
suggested.
As the observed device current changes in the case of HCOOH desorp-
tion/decomposition were positive, a non-adiabatic electron contribution was
considered as possible. Such a non-adiabatic contribution to the device current
increase could have resulted from the low temperature decomposition reaction
according to:
2HCOOM(a)   ! CO2(g) +HCOOH(a) . (5.2)
Here, the formed carbon dioxide could leave the substrate with a signifi-
cant amount of in-plane bending vibration (scissoring) as each CO2 molecule
needed to convert from the bent carbonyl configuration to a linear configu-
ration (see figure 5.2). Analogous to observations in the course of the CO
oxidation over platinum, the bent CO2 could have either desorbed vibrational
excited or dissipated the vibration energy to the substrate in order to equi-
librate. In the second case, a rapid exchange of energy could have possibly
induced hot charge carriers in the substrate. Nonetheless, adiabatic processes
were more decisive here because the absolute values of the observed adsorp-
tion and desorption charges were of same size. Also, a tendency for saturation
was visible for dosages above 4L. Thus, non-adiabatic effects could have been
a contribution but were not considered as the dominant source for the device
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current changes.
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Figure 5.2: HCOOH decomposition reaction at low temperatures proposed according
to reaction 5.2
One could argue that the presence (or absence) of oxygen on the platinum
surface determined the sign of the detected charges. If pre-adsorbed oxygen
was present, the adsorption caused positive charges and the desorption caused
negative charges. This was observed for H2O, D2O, and CH3OH. In the case
of formic acid an oxygen-free platinum surface was prepared and the adsorp-
tion caused negative charges whereas the desorption caused positive charges.
In the course of HCOOH adsorption electron density was transferred from
the carboxylic acid toward the platinum and collected by the potentiostat as
negative current. In return, electron density was transferred from the plat-
inum toward the desorbing formic acid. Thus, pre-adsorbed oxygen acted as
an electron donor to the adsorbate whereas the adsorbate itself acted as an
electron donor to the platinum in case of an oxygen-free surface.
In addition, it should be considered that changes in the platinumwork func-
tion could have contributed to the charging as well. Technically, adsorbate–
substrate interactions like the discussed surface dynamics can change the work
function of the platinum film. The deposition of electron acceptor species with
electronegative character causes an electron transfer that creates a surface di-
pole and increases the work function of the substrate. In Turn, the work func-
tion decreases as a result of the deposition of electropositive species. [109] The
magnitude of this processes depends on the amount of created surface dipoles.
Essentially, these work function changes of a metal substrate (platinum, for in-
stance) are composed of two contributions:
a volume part, which is understood as the energy that is necessary to
bring the electron with the highest energy in electronic equilibrium (the
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Fermi energy) with an energy level within the metal which is equivalent
to the vacuum level (this is a hypothetical electron at rest outside the
metal in the vacuum chamber)
and a surface part, which is understood as the energy that is necessary
to cross the platinum–vacuum interface.
The adsorption of oxygen or OH species modifies the surface part of the the
work function. The adsorption of oxygen species on platinum was identified
to increase the external work function Wext by about 0.3V. [110] The term
external is used here in order to underline the fact that the top metal of the
metal–insulator–metal structure has an internal work function as well. This is
the energy that is necessary to transfer an electron from the Fermi level to the
conduction band of the insulator on the opposite site of the top metal film. This
energy does not directly depend on the external work function, but depends
clearly on the bulk properties of the metal film. If the electron density ne does
not change in the course of an adsorption process the internal work function
Wint remains constant (see figure 5.3).
Pt Δn
e
 ≈ 0
Ta2O5 
Tapotentiostat
e–
positive device current
e–
negative device current
ΔWint ≈ 0
ΔW
ext > 0
O O OOO
Figure 5.3: Adsorption of electronegative species (oxygen, for instance) on a thick
(d > 20 nm) platinum top electrode of an MIM nanodiode
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If the top platinum film is thin (d < 10 nm) the adsorption of an electroneg-
ative species can modify the electron density of the thin platinum film (see
figure 5.4). This was experimentally found during the adsorption of oxonium
ions on thin platinum films [111] and confirmed later [35]. For instance, due to
the adsorption of electronegative species the electron density in the top plat-
inum electrode decreases and therewith the Fermi level of the top electrode
because EF µ (ne)
2/3. As a result, the device voltage changes and the potentio-
stat counterbalances this by supplying electrons to the platinum electrode.
Pt Δn
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Figure 5.4: Adsorption of electronegative species (oxygen, for instance) on a thin
(d < 10 nm) platinum top electrode of an MIM nanodiode
One should underline that the external work function is changed in both cases.
Accordingly, work function changes due to sorption processes are more promi-
nent if the surface/volume ratio of the substrate material is larger so that a
large fraction of its electronic structure is affected. Thus, especially thin films
(and thin film nanodevices) are sensitive to these processes.
As far as the surface dipole creation is reversible, the resulting work func-
tion changes are reversible as well. In order to determine the contribution of
work function changes to the discussed charging, the same sorption experi-
ments should be studied using devices with platinum films of different thick-
nesses. If the magnitude of the charging changes with film thickness, work
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function changes should be considered.
5.1 Conclusion
The main conclusions of this research were:
A method of in-situ temperature measurement was developed, calibrated,
and applied that allowed for the temperature measurement of a nano-
scopic volume.
Various temperature programmed desorption experiments were repro-
ducibly performed from MIM chemoelectronic nanodiodes.
For the first time, the device current of an MIM chemoelectronic nanodi-
ode was monitored while performing temperature programmed desorp-
tion experiments.
Significant MIM device current responses to sorption processes of H2O,
D2O, methanol, and formic acid were observed.
These MIM device current responses were identified as the result of re-
versible processes.
These reversible processes were identified as surface effects.
Possible non-adiabatic contributions to the detected MIM device currents
were identified for the decomposition of formic acid on platinum but
were considered as marginal—if present at all.
Atomic oxygen, pre-adsorbed on the platinum top electrode of the used
MIM devices, was identified to influence the observed processes.
5.2 Outlook
Further research is required in order to confirm the conclusions. Future ex-
perimental designs should consider the influences on the ITO resistance in the
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course of adsorption experiments and less susceptible ITO compositions (ob-
tained by modifications in the preparation method) or alternative materials
could be tested for improvements. In addition, an improved thermal stability
of the devices would be desirable. Such devices could also be used to study
surface-catalyzed reactions at temperatures above 600K where the reaction
rates are typically increased. Such devices could be cleaned more effectively as
well and certain TPD experiments that demand for higher temperatures would
become feasible.
5.3 Final remarks
For a given object of any substance at thermal equilibrium its temperature is
an intensive property. This implies that the temperature is independent of the
amount of substance or the size of the object. Nevertheless, if the size of the
object is nanoscopic the temperature measurement itself can influence the ther-
mal equilibrium. Non-invasive optical methods of temperature measurement
are also not suitable if the object dimensions are smaller than the penetration
depth of the measurement. Thus, it is not trivial to determine the tempera-
ture of a nanoscale object. The method of in-situ temperature measurement
that was developed and applied in the course of this study allowed for the
temperature measurement of nanodevices. It was observed that the tempera-
ture of the nanodevice was significantly different from the temperature of the
surroundings—even in the immediate vicinity. In general, it should be con-
sidered that the temperature of nanoscale catalytic materials could be higher
than expected and temperature (apart from the increased surface/volume ra-
tio) is a reason for the increased catalytic properties of nanomaterials as well.
One could note that nanoscopic temperature measurement is still an underes-
timated topic.
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6 Appendices
6.1 Publications
Results of this thesis were published as:
Jan Philipp Meyburg, Ievgen I. Nedrygailov, Eckart Hasselbrink, and
Detlef Diesing
Thermal desorption spectroscopy from the surfaces of metal–oxide-semi-
conductor nanostructures
Review of Scientific Instruments 85, 104102 (2014)
Another publication about the in-situ temperature measurement is in prepara-
tion and should preferably be published in ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces.
The effort in designing a new physical chemistry laboratory course for chem-
istry students was summarized and published in the ASC Journal of Chemical
Education as:
Jan Philipp Meyburg and Detlef Diesing
Teaching the growth, ripening, and agglomeration of nanostructures in
computer experiments
Journal of Chemical Education 94, 1225–1231 (2017)
In the course of a DFG funded collaboration with Alexandr Alekhin, Alexey
Melnikov, and Ilya Razdolski from the Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck
Society in Berlin, Vladimir Roddatis from the University of Göttingen, and
Uwe Bovensiepen from the Faculty of Physics in Duisburg three-layer mono-
crystalline sandwich structures were prepared by the author. The experience
in preparation of three-layer metal–insulator–metal sandwich systems and the
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results from the presented chemical experiments on those sandwich systems
facilitated the preparation of the desired epitaxially grown three-layer magnet–
non-magnet–magnet (MNM) systems. The prepared MNM samples were fur-
ther investigated in Göttingen and fundamental experiments were performed
in Berlin. Results from this collaboration were published as:
Alexandr Alekhin, Ilya Razdolski, Nikita Ilin, Jan P. Meyburg, Detlef
Diesing, Vladimir Roddatis, Ivan Rungger, Maria Stamenova, Stefano
Sanvito, Uwe Bovensiepen, and Alexey Melnikov
Femtosecond spin current pulses generated by the nonthermal spin-de-
pendent Seebeck effect and interacting with ferromagnets in spin valves
Physical Review Letters 119, 017202 (2017)
Ilya Razdolski, Alexandr Alekhin, Nikita Ilin, Jan P. Meyburg, Vladimir
Roddatis, Detlef Diesing, Uwe Bovensiepen, and Alexey Melnikov
Nanoscale interface confinement of ultrafast spin transfer torque driving
non-uniform spin dynamics
Nature Communications 8, 15007 (2017)
Alexey Melnikov, Ilya Razdolski, Alexandr Alekhin, Nikita Ilin, Jan Mey-
burg, Detlef Diesing, Vladimir Roddatis, Ivan Rungger, Maria Stamenova,
Stefano Sanvito, and Uwe Bovensiepen
Ultrafast spintronics roadmap: from femtosecond spin current pulses
to terahertz non-uniform spin dynamics via nano-confined spin trans-
fer torques
Proceedings of SPIE 9931, 99311A (2016)
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6.2 Presentations
Results of this thesis were presented by the author as:
Temperature dependence and lateral distribution of bias voltage driven
charge transport through thin tantalum oxide films,
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society, Dresden, 3/2017
Molecular dynamics monitored using chemoelectronic nanodiodes,
Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Dalian, 7/2016
In-situ temperature measurement using chemoelectronic nanodiodes,
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society, Regensburg, 3/2015
Temperature programmed desorption from chemoelectronic nanodiodes,
Spring Meeting of the German Physical Society, Dresden, 4/2014
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6.3 Used samples
Label Type Remarks
JPM 1.01–JPM 1.04 Pt/Ag–Ta2O5 –Ta Ag was deposited on the oxi-
dized Ta and the MIM func-
tionality was checked in or-
der to avoid an unnecessary
Pt consumption in advance.
JPM 2.01–JPM 2.04 Pt–Ta2O5 –Ta 50% yield: two samples were
faultless.
JPM 3.01–JPM 3.04 Pt–Ta2O5 –Ta Perfect yield: all four sam-
ples were faultless.
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6.4 Used Igor Pro procedure
Function peak_currents ( )
Wave I_317K , U_317K
Var iab le i , counter =0 , i i = 1
Var iab le maximum_potential =190 ,minimum_potential=150
for ( i =0 ; i <=numpnts ( I_317K ) 2; i +=1)
i f (U_317K [ i ]>minimum_potential && U_317K [ i +1]>U_317K [ i ] )
counter+=1
endi f
endfor
Make/o/N=( counter ) peak_values
fo r ( i =0 ; i <=numpnts ( I_317K ) 2; i +=1)
i f (U_317K [ i ]>minimum_potential && U_317K [ i +1]>U_317K [ i ] )
i i +=1;
peak_values [ i i ]= I_317K [ i ]
endi f
endfor
End
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